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Our Deepstar manned submersible — electricity ? Just as much as rebuild- electricity, practical or theoretical. 
can explore down to 4,000 ft. We're ing slum areas, teaching the hard- But everything’s not perfect. We 

designing one to go 20,000. Our core unemployed and desalting the need your help for our biggest 
scanning sonar makes “sound” im- oceans. Westinghouse is deep in all | growth period, coming up. 
ages of the ocean floor and anything — of them. Talk to the Westinghouse campus 
on it. Our Oceanographic Labora- We're also developing a ‘fast recruiter, or write Luke Noggle, 
tory on Chesapeake Bay is the breeder’ reactor and building a Westinghouse Education Center, 

world’s largest nuclear space engine. Plus, of Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221. An equal 
What does all this have todo with course, everything connected with opportunity employer. 

You can be sure... if it's Westinghouse 9) 
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Can there be this kind of excitement in engineering? 

A long beautiful drive... just the hint of aslice...and almost on 
the green. Now, address the ball... concentrate—and, wham! to a lie 
four feet from the cup. 

That’s the excitement of the game that gets a golfer up at dawn 
on Saturdays.* We think it’s analogous to the excitement that keeps some 

Try X erox and see of our technical people on the job after hours: the pleasure of personal 
+ . co papers achievement in solving problems for which there are no book solutions. 

a i 7 One of the concerns of our management is to see that our professional . Seay me 28 eiahen . 4 — /ISEROTT people experience this kind of excitement. They know where it can 
oS a re ee ce ole lead...a payroll that numbered 3,000 in 1960, for example, now exceeds 
— elamlead || b rae - 24,000... products that have literally revolutionized communications and 
7 ene ( — are having a world-wide impact on such problems as illiteracy. 
7 1 | 

4 mln ieis That’s why we suggest that if you’ve been missing out on the kind of 
4 - professional satisfaction you expected from an engineering career, 
we : / look into what Xerox can provide in the way of engineering 
rl _ 4 oo excitement. Your degree in Engineering or Science can qualify you for 
— _ . a some intriguing openings in fundamental and applied research, 7 : engineering, manufacturing and programming. 

| ‘ |. See your Placement Director or write to Mr. Roger Vander Ploeg, 
a sa. Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 251, Webster, New York 14580. 
This console is part of a computerized system that speeds 

tests on new products and components, 

* If you need more excitement, you might find it XE ROX 
on the 42 golf courses in the Rochester area. An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f) 
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We're with you. 

Because at IH we believe a promotion is 
something you earn. Not some kind of hand-me-down 
just to fill an empty slot. 

That’s why you'll have to be a thinker. A doer. 
An innovator. The kind of guy who prefers to be promoted 
on his merits alone. 

You'll need talent. Lots of imagination. 
And plenty of guts. The guts to make decisions 
and fight for your ideas. 

We, in turn, will give you plenty of freedom 
—and excitement, too. 

So you'll learn a lot. (Maybe even teach us a thing or two.) 

What’s more, if you join us, 

you'll be part of a diversified company. One where 
there’s plenty of action in farm equipment, x 

motor trucks, construction and steelmaking. rH 6 \ 

And you'll also find we’re banking heavily on research. foes ON BS So . \ 
. . et SDC Sete -O\ r 

(We've got some pretty far-out ideas on computers in trucks, es > Ne aD ; ow 
laser beam construction equipment, Ba ; er a\l ~~ 
applications of solar energy and nuclear power.) ea 4 Ex) . 4 

As a result, we’re looking for test, design, manufacturing esc \ « al 76 yy 
and research engineers. We need accountants and | = N ~ i\ Ni pS 

A A NPR iV se Zh production management people. And we need sales people NY WA ce. 
for our wholesale and retail operations. WW bn \\ DB eA, . 

So talk to your campus placement officer about us. : N ea Ze Ce 

He'll fill you in on the jobs we want to fill. _ | P \/Z eg 

With minds, not bodies. i eon z 

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER pee ot 
An equal opportunity employer M/F oe ee 

IH Cub Cadet® sits in bucket of Hough PAY®loader with a lift 
capacity of 90,000 pounds, 
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we're just beginning to unravel 
the mystery of magnetism. 
The lodestone was known about for place in a given circuit at a few freedom, personal satisfaction— 

at least 2000 years before some degrees above absolute zero. and rewards. 

acompacs toc Fideet wort as From such research we have 
the china eeae P already developed superconductive But this steady technological thrust 

. memories; small electromagnets of into the unknown (an effort that 

The world had to wait nearly incredible field strength; parametric ranges from atomic to space 

another 1000 years before other microwave amplifiers; infrared probes) requires engineers and 

significant uses were found. But detectors of exceptional sensitivity. scientists of the highest caliber. 

some of these also promise And this, we know, is only : i . seclea ’ How about you? If interested, see your 

farsipaching eles in steering the beginning. college placement director, or write 

. At RCA, these and other broadly to College Relations, RCA, Cherry Hill, 

We are now engaged in magnetic varied projects are carried on in New Jersey 08101, We are an equal 

research at RCA that includes the an atmosphere that fosters creative opportunity employer. 

structure of matter, and what takes



Because we've tripled our sales in a short decade, 

we have substantial ground-floor opportunities 

to offer you. Right now. And we need you on the 

job. Not in school. So we won’t waste your first 

six months in time-consuming, formal training 

programs. 
During your first year with us, you'll gain 

at least six months more get-ahead experi- 
€ Vr our ence than you probably would elsewhere. 

Which can mean a lot when you're starting 

oe a career. 
[ Sound good? It is. But there’s a catch. We expect a 

lot from you. But we offer even more. Like encourage- 

ment to explore a variety of projects. Help in broad- 

@ ening your professional 
wit  & anese viewpoint. A chance to 

move ahead as fast you 

can. And rewards based on perform- 

ance. Not on how old you are or how 
Ou a v G , long you’ve been with us. 

So, if you think of yourself as com- 

petent, imaginative, flexible, and have 

] mont Sey, a degree in chemistry, chemical or 

mechanical engineering, industrial 

@ engineering, market- 

of experience. come help us both XD oon 
We're already pretty big. But not yet stuffy. Dur- 

ing the past ten years, our sales have zoomed 

from $318 million to over $1.1 billion. And that’s 

just the beginning. 

Talk us over with your faculty and placement 

officer. See our representative when he’s on your 

campus. Or write now to: John B. Kuhn, Man- 

ager of University Recruitment, Celanese Cor- 

poration, 522 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10036. 

an equal opportunity employer Ce, 

CELANESE 
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by Eric Fonstad 

Yes, Virginia, there is a joke page. Under threat of tone of voice suggesting that the Wisconsin Engineer 

being excommunicated from the College of Engineer- had committed some terrible crime against all engi- 
ing, the Wisconsin Engineer has decided to print a joke neers, they would then demand an explanation. Still, for 
page in this issue. The following letter is one reason for all the verbal grumbling, only one letter was sent to the 
this decision: editor and that one wasn’t even from an engineer. 

October 18, 1968 The magazine has also received comments that have 
Dear Sir: suggested that the joke page was always the poorest part 

Glancing at this year’s first issue of the Wis- of the magazine and that no one would miss it if it were 
consin Engineer this morning, I was disap- permanently dropped. A typical example is the com- 
pointed not to find the familiar joke page. For ment from Erhardt C. Koerper, a former college editor 
those of us who are not in the College of En- himself and now president of Koerper Engineering 
gineering (I am in Letters and Science) the Associates, Milwaukee. Ina letter received by the maga- 
opportunity to chuckle at a few comic lines zine last spring, he writes, “Your joke page gives the 
provides a hearty relief from the confusion impression of being crude which trades down the other- 
of technical articles and the Fall Interview wise fine quality of your publication.” The magazine 
Date Schedule. In response to Eric Fonstad’s staff is very much concerned about producing a fine 
question on the final page, “Do you feel like quality magazine. How concerned are you about retain- 
youre missing something?” I would like to ing the joke page? Stated more simply, if the editorial 
submit that I am — THE JOKE PAGE! staff does not receive written encouragement to print a 

Sincerely, joke page, this month’s version could be the last. 
Cordelia Ryan Paradoxically, a survey that the Wisconsin Engineer 
2903 Elizabeth Waters took last April showing that the joke page was the most 

popular feature of the magazine is one reason justifi- 
Cordelia wasn’t the only person to notice that the cation for printing a joke page has been questioned. 

jokes were missing, though she was the only one to put Although its high popularity indicates to us that the 
her objections in writing. Many others found out that joke page has attracted readers, it also brings to mind 
there was no joke page planned for the October issue an article by Paul T. Bryant of the Department of Eng- 
even before the first copies of the magazine were on the lish at Colorado State University. In it he states, “The 
stands. With almost ritual-like regularity these people student engineering magazine cannot successfully be 
corner members of the magazine staff about two weeks either a joke book or a ‘girlie’ magazine. If student read- 
before the next issue is due to be distributed and with ers look only at the joke page, the magazine is not ac- 
their elbows nudging the other’s ribs, demand; “You got complishing much.” The staff of the Wisconsin Engineer 
any good jokes in there this time?” The emphasis is on feels that it can accomplish much by serving as a com- 
“good” jokes. This time, when the answer came that munications vehicle between the engineering student, 
there would be no jokes whatsoever, they simply glared his faculty, and those people who feel engineers are out 
in disbelief and disappointment. of touch with the world who may simply be out of touch 

Since the magazine has been out, I have watched with engineers. We also feel that the magazine can 
many engineers pick up a copy, thumb through the back serve as a forum for discussing both technical and social 
pages, and then announce to all within hearing distance, engineering problems and that it can be entertaining 
“There ain’t no joke page” or simply “no jokes.” In a without being crude. i 

‘ 
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Engineering and Science at IBM i 

i 
“cy, 5 _. _ 

ou’re treated | 
like a professional Co <a 

. 33 ~ 7 ) right from the start’ = 
 . 

“The attitude here is, if you're good enough to < | 
be hired, you’re good enough to be turned loose > 

on a project,” says Don Feistamel. at 

Don earned aB.S.E.E. in 1965. Today, he’s an " 

Associate Engineer in systems design and : 

evaluation at IBM. 

Most of his work consists of determining : 

modifications needed to make complex 4 
data processing systems fit the special- A 

ized requirements of IBM customers. - 

Small teams 

Depending on the size of the project, Don y | ‘ 

works individually or in a small team. He’s - 2 

now working with three other engineers on ‘ . 7 

part of an air traffic control system that will : | ’ 
process radar information by computer. : om rg a 

Says Don: “There are only general guide- 4 ee ) * Ya - 4 
lines. The assignment is simply to come up ae , 1. /. hwS oe w 
with the optimum system.” ee ee 

This informal working environment is typical “See ; 
of engineering and science at IBM neh 3 

Don sees a lot of possibilities for the future. a 
He says, ‘My job requires that | keep up 

to date with all the latest IBM equipment 

and systems programs. With that broad 

an outlook, | can move into almost any a 

technical area at IBM.” | 

Check with your placement office - 

If you’re interested in engineering or science _ 4 
at IBM, ask your placement office for more — 
information. Or send a letter or resume to | 
Mr. Irv Pfeiffer, IBM Corporation, Dept. oo 
BL2002, 100 South Wacker Drive, | 
Chicago, Illinois 60606. ET 

We'd like to hear from you even if you're = ¥ 
headed for graduate school or military 4 * 

service. i cf & 
. é ¢ 

An Equal Opportunity Employer ( 4 

Poe 
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FY 
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Engineers Cool on 
\ G . / 

irl ot the Mont 

Printed here are the results of the questionnaire card which was enclosed in last 
April’s issue of the Wisconsin Engineer. Again, we are asking you to check the 
areas that you have interest in and the features that you enjoy. Last time we received 

many cards from electrical engineers who did not enjoy having their department 
left off the list of “areas of interest.” 

The most interesting cards we received were those which had comments about 
what type of articles the Wisconsin Engineer should contain. One twenty-year-old 
chemical engineer urged us to “Keep politics out. If a person wants politics, one 
‘Daily Cardinal’ will keep him satisfied for a month,” while a twenty-two-ycar-old 
electrical engineer maintained, “It would be interesting to see the Wisconsin iengi- 
neer discuss some social and world problems.” 

Our response to these comments is that the Wisconsin Engineer tries to assume 
the personality of the students it represents and will be active or passive toward 
social and political issues in relation to the feelings of those students. The staff 
agrees with the suggestion of another reader that “The Wisconsin Engineer could 
provide a valuable service by giving the engineer a forum to discuss and evaluate 

areas of concern.” 
Since these results are perhaps already a little out of date, we are asking you to 

help us again by filling out this revised card. We want our magazine to be as 
responsible to its readers as possible, but we need communication from you in order 
to accomplish this. Please help us by filling out the enclosed card and either mailing 
it to us, leaving it in one of our campus boxes, or in our mail-box. 

Should We Continue? YES NO Areas of Interest 
Technical Steries............................. 28 (all votes are positive for this section) 

Joke Page... 25 1 S806 secersvnsemeereesoncrrsnrnnnuenenaamussees 16 
FOGObACK, cco csr ee cermeemenme eves LL ACTOTIAU LOS cesses ans cxrcnunerernsrsesesnesnney l4 
BGRtGPIAL seorcciecrenewonerecses sesicsnaen 10) An EOMOEIN E accnecnseaarnansenmesnenan . S 
Brain TeaSttSiecccnmannsnmemes 1D Biomedical oo... cece ee eee cess 10 
AUT seccecancrsecomammvcnenccwrncvecnnoice LO il Civil Engineering .20.00000.0. ccc. 5 

College History... 13 Mechanical Engineering.....00..0..0...... 5 
Campus Articles... ce eee 14 Mining and Minerals............... 3 
Polygon Boardei.... cece .. 12 Chemical Engineering ...0.0.00.0....... 7 
Girl of the Month eee 1 RES@81 CH wenarscnsnisen macnn a8 13 

; Nuclear Engineering ..cssscccccccsscs esc: 6 
Would You Like to See Articles On? YES NO Engineering Mechanies......00.0000000...... 3 
Campus Politics... 8 3 Industrial Engineering........000......... 3 
City Problems -..0.....0...000 ee 10 2 Engineering Management .... a l 

Engineering Library ..ccceemnn 8 Applications of Engineering. . 1 
CorriO0lUtt) sccsnccmanmmon ns 1D Electrical Engineering........000.00.00...... \ 
Critique Professor sccccccccccasces 1B Instrumentation ...000.00.0 1 
Jobe amd. SAlAVietcccisccascmseeeonmens BA Ingenious Devices. a. 1 
Alumni ........... easininrnormons LO 1 QOeeanio pra Phy’ ncovenco.cecrsaescwoncensecannceereess 2 
Industry ........ cisninasesaanerenmnarensnnecenones Bol Physics 2.0. ceccceeeeeeeeeeeeeeteeeeeeees l 
TA System eee 6 1 COMPUERS sseccsmsersannccmeerneeameenenansensnisres . 1 

Summer Opportunities... 1 J 

Scholarships ........ Suite l , 
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Engineering graduates who electronic medical monitor- _ ning your future career. 

join the McDonnell Douglas _ ing devices, commercial Openings now exist in many 

team today can help lead computer services, and so- of our more than 39 loca- 

the way to tomorrow’s crea- _ phisticated flight simulators. tions throughout the U.S. 

tions in flight, space, elec- Our leadership in the Let’s get together and 

tronics, computerization, aerospace industry is sup- talk about creativity—yours, 

and other exciting fields. ported by a balanced and ours. Contact your 

We've already established | combination of military and placement office, or send 

a substantial lead in these commercial programs, a the coupon today. 

growth fields through activ- _ factor to consider in plan- 

ities like these: advanced ns, 

jetliners, orbital workshops, | Mail to: Mr. J. H. Diller, Professional Employment, Box 14308, St. Louis, Mo. 63178 | 
oo. . | or: Mr. L. P. Kilgore, Professional Employment, 3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa I 

space logistics vehicles, Monica, Calif, 90406. 

planetary landers, advanced Name 

air superiority fighters, | Home address | 
City & State ces Zip Code __ Phone a 

College or University 

| Degree: BS ___MS _.___PhD. —Major Field __________ | 
| (date) (date) (date) | 

| Graduation date es ee | 

Area Choice: East] Midwest] West] Best Opportunity H 

| ! 
ee 

7 

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS 
An equal opportunity employer 
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“", . The Convention, imper- 
fect organ of representative gov- 
ernment as it is, is an essential 
part of the American system. It 
has rendered far more good ser- 
vice than it has done harm and 
no really effective substitute for 

A C f it has ever been suggested... .” 

ase or a D. W. Brogan 

N . | p . “Political conventions repre- 
ationa rl ma ry sent more wasted energy, more 

futile fruitless endeavor, more 

useless expenditure of noise, 
money, and talent than any in- 
stitute on earth.” 

Irvin S. Cobb 

“Now, through complacency 

and apathy we wander about in 
Pogo’s swamp. Too often our re- 
sponses to issues lag behind to 
become ineffective rhetoric. Rise 
to meet the challenge. Get off 
your soft rear and do some- 
thing.” 

Daniel P. Connley 

Perhaps you were among those who went to the polls last November 5th 
bewildered and confused. Certainly the choice of preselected candidates 

did little to lessen your anxieties. In principle, those candidates and their 
respective platforms — representing this country’s foremost political per- 

sonalities and policies — should have been intelligently choosen by con- 
vention delegates. 

So, on November 5th you looked at the names of Humphrey, Nixon, and 
Wallace. The first two seemed to offer little choice while the third is a 
“former” racist. Perhaps you looked at the names again and thought, ‘with 
a clear conscience | can’t really bring myself to support any of them.” 

There is a solution. With some basic and uniform changes, the voter 
could once again be in charge of choosing our national candidates and 
policies. 

(J A national primary to be held in July or August. Candidates 
would need to obtain in the form of a petition a certain per- 
centage of the state’s eligible voters to be placed on the ballot. 

() Those to be placed on November’s national ballot would need 
at least 5% of the total vote cast in the primary election. 

(J In the national primary election delegates to party conventions 
would also be elected in a manner suitable to each party. 

(| When two or more candidates from the same party enter and 
neither wins an absolute majority, then a run-off election would 
follow as soon as possible, allowing any voters with that par- 
ticular party affiliation to vote in the run-off. 

(-) Delegates would assemble at convention sites in early October 

to decide on party platforms. 

(J The national election would be held in November. If there 
happened to be no absolute majority then a run-off of the top 
two contenders would follow as soon as possible. 

A recent Harris poll shows voter opinion favoring some sort of national 
primary. All the movement needs is the support of those this change will 
help the most. And that is you. 

Dan Connley 
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Be frustrated. As only a participant can be. [J We'll give you every opportunity to participate. To 

stretch your mind. To struggle with a problem until you get mad. Until you solve it. And get the 

credit you deserve. [] We don’t promise the world. Or the moon. Just the satisfaction of using your 

talents. Day after day. [] Whether you're in research and development, marketing, refining, 

planning and engineering, or administration. [] Your pencils are waiting. 1] That’s what we prom- 

ise. If it’s enough, talk to our representative on your campus. See our ad on the next @ 

page for the date. STANDARD OIL DIVISION ao 
AMERICAN OIL COMPANY 2 

e 

Come with us 
and be fulfilled. 

oo 
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a Sat [Puos* OPPORTUNITY 
“Seca RECOGNITION 

g AMPCO METAL, INC. Creative talent and design ability 

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES | 27 Biver early recognition in our 
; : : ” |Engineering Department. Our di- 

: Ampco s world wide reputation lies versified, exciting products include 
a in its ability to offer engineering] motorcycles, golf cars, commercial 

Pay im, counsel for solving problems offcars, and new experimental vehi- 
ey wear, corrison, erosion, cavitation] cles, Inquire about our comprehen- 

and oat other factors thet cause! sive training program open to select 
Bg metal parts to wear or fail. duates in mechanical engineer- 

If you have a degree In: Opportunities for the engineer who] be. Our young engineers aesist a 
Chemical Engineering (Pi.o, s., Bs.) is not interested in specialization] Senior Project Engineer with all 

M : ee but rather in the broad scope Of} phases of development from original 
echanical Engineering (B.S.) metal manufacturing are available} gesign through performance testing. 
Civil Engineering (B.S.) in the fields of research and devel-| For more information, write, en- 

opment, industrial and manufac-| closing a description of your educa- 
. turing engineering and industrial] tion and biographical history to 

You can work in one of our sales. , erap y 
following departments: For more information write to: PERSONNEL SUPERVISOR 

REFINING, Ampco Metal, Inc. Ee MOTOR CO. 

Box 2004 “Ue BOX 
PLANNING & ENGINEERING Sitwuulee WI. 53201 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT 7 io 7 

MARKETING An Equal Opportunity Employee An Equal Opportunity Employer 

CORPORATE STAFF 

Doing the following types What's the newest dinner spot 
se on campus? 

Systems Engineering - _ 
Plant Engineering a | | i) 
Field Engineering Ut tal aay F 4 ry iY sone i, Ff y mo Ee. 

: —_ eae: 7&4 Fs 2 Fa i P & & ‘ee am: 
Process Economics Engineering (Rat ee eC eee es OR SS Re) Qe 

Design Engineering 

Process Engineering : = 

Process Development Engineering Sr 
Product Development Engineering 

Project Engineering It’s the Union’s Newest Cafeteria 
Technical Sales Representative ; aLanaeninniah n the w n : 
Industrial Marketing Engineering he west end of RanpuS 
Structure and Design Engineering Open from 7 a.m. to 6:45 p.m. 

Talk to our Representatives Monday — Friday 
T.K. ALLEN ¢ R. J. PASINI You can get breakfast 
J.Y. HELMER e N. STEIN and lunch there too! 

R.L. MARTIN e R.A. SCHOLTS - Loe I \ 

February 17, 18 & 19, 1969 hHowastats jf ©... © 
ROC BAUCA ESERIES» | 

® = | Good for 10¢ Off on 
ites | Dinner before Dec. 13 

STANDARD 4522 University Ave. | 
ee 5 At Breese Terrace | 10c 

STANDARD OIL DIVISION (Under the New Student Health Building) | Monday — Friday 
AMERICAN OIL COMPANY Wisconsin Union, Madison | Valid Between 4:45 p.m. and 6:45 p.m. 

An equal opportunity employer : 
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m the follow through? a. e 

The sure sign of a crack skeet shot is a sudden puff of clay 
dust against the sky. But champions share another mark that’s 

almost as easy to spot. It’s follow through. 

Like the top-flight skeet shooter illustrated here, our tapered roller bearing 
and steel engineers get results because they follow through, too. 

How about you? Do you like a job that involves your interest, and keeps you involved 
till the finish? Are you up to the challenges thrown our way by the aerospace, 

automotive, construction and chemical industries? 

Then write to our Manager of College Relations. And tell him 
you’d like to take a shot at it. The Timken Roller Bearing 

Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

TI M KE N 

THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, FINE ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS. 
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Johnson Street appears to be doing more than move straights”, “war-mongers”, and “Red-baiters”. In all, it 
traffic along toward the Square. It is apparently serving is a most unpleasant situation, and one which has 
as a “buffer zone” between the Hill Student and the served to divide badly the students of this campus. It is 
Engineer, his valley counterpart. Above the din of the not all politics and clothes, as many would like to be- 
moving cars can be heard the cries of, “you dirty hip- lieve, and there is both fact and fiction in the ideas we 
pies”, “Vietniks”, and “Commies” coming from one have conjured up about each other, as the following 
side. Answering these are the protesting cries of, “lousy articles are intended to show. 

Reflections on the Engineer, a candid look at the engineer as ......... -.. page 16 
seen from the hill by a philosophy 
student. 

The Liberal Faction, a case for liberalizing the engineering ........................ page 17 
curriculum by Jim Zerbe, a liberal engineer. 

The Engineer, a poem by Pete Egan «0.0.0.0... .. page 19 
Bilateral Love, an account of a strange meeting between two .......... page 20 

very different people, by Dave Stroik. 
The Hill Student Is... , a candid look at hill students by page 23 

Dick Wagner, an engincer. 
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Reflections on the Engineer 

by a philosophy student if social problems are amenable to solution, they 
(name withheld at author’s request) surely require the expertise of the engineer and 

are soluble only by technological improvements. 
As far as he is concerned, “improvement” (if it 
means anything at all) means increased efficiency 
and more of what we have now. 

In short, “improvement” is a quantifiable notion 
— or else it is nonsense. He is enforced in his be- 
lief by his daily curriculum, his professors, and his 

carefully chosen friends. If by chance he encount- 
ers someone proposing different criteria for im- 
provement, he will meet such proposals suspi- 

Engineering students are dedicated and hard- ciously and unsympathetically. “Your suggested 
working bores. They rarely think about art, litera- refinements are too subtle for me,” he will say, in 
ture or contemporary social problems. Most do not a self-congratulatory tone. He is convinced that 
read, or desire to read, newspapers, magazines or the alleged subtlety of the liberal arts student is a 
books outside their technical area of study. The mask for the latter’s salf-deception. After all, he 
few who read such material read only the “‘estab- will think, it is the engineer who is responsible for 
lishment” press. They haven't time to read more, social change and improvement. The liberal arts 
and “anything else is pretty much nonsense any- graduate can only talk. But talking does not get 
way.’ bridges and stuff constructed. Sophisticated argu- 

The engineering student is, and views himself ments about alternatives for structuring society 
as, a trainee for a specific sort of job within a are ineffective and, consequently, pointless. The 
limited technological framework. This narrow con- liberal arts student does not really understand to- 
ception of himself is reflected in his social life, in day’s world and its real problems. So whatever he 
which he associates almost entirely with people in says, and especially when it relates to questions 
his special branch of study. The girls he dates of value, can and should be dismissed as pitiful 
must not be very questioning and must view Sci- and irresponsible whistling in the dark. 
ence with awe. They are in such diverse fields as The cycle of inexposure to views critical to the 
Home Ec, Nursing and Related Arts. status quo, defining goals in terms of the status 

An affirmative answer to the question, “‘Is the quo, and rationalizing criticism of those goals by 
training | am getting sufficient to guarantee me a labeling them irresponsible — this cycle is self- 
secure place in some firm after graduation?” is supporting and vicious. In short, the engineering 
his sole criterion of success as a University stu- student is trapped in an hermetically sealed ex- 
dent. Consequently, he regards discussion critical istence and entirely unaware of the trap. He no 
of the current corporate structure of America as doubt gets trained to do something, but he does 
somewhat irrelevant, if not subversive. Filling a not get an education. Indeed, because of its prag- 
well-paying slot of responsibility within the struc- matic and narrow focus, his training is incompati- 
ture is his goal (“isn’t it everybody’s?”). Tinkering ble with what advanced education should be. The 
with the system would imperil his chances of at- tragedy is that, for him, the question “What should 
taining his goal. Therefore he views such tinkering be the goal(s) of advanced education?” is not even 
unfavorably, and talk about such tinkering as ir- open for debate. For it’s. unlikely to have the sort 
responsible. For, besides his notion of what is and of neat answer that “real” or “important” ques- 
is not in his self interest, he regards most critics tions must have. : d 
of the status quo as naive. He is convinced that y 
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by Jim Zerbe, Agr4 and ME4 be built up on either side. 
The first and truly vital difference between the 

engineer and the liberal arts student is a differ- 
ence of interest. Whatever the engineer’s reason 
for choosing his field, whether it be design, re- 

ee... e ee search, production, or whatever, it is his personal 

ee ere ——S—~—~SC=«CShnvicee. Thee’ iborall arrts student also has his aims 
 rt—“‘—O—C—..LUSCti<CS;:S:*s*=C and goals and, although they are different from 

se es the engineer’s, they are just as valid. In general, 
oe ae. hlUlmUmUmUC this student is more interested in the arts, abstract 

tis a thinking, and the present society. He is probably 
oo. a . more politically active because his interest covers 
SO . o — a © . : : 

ag . 2 a broader range. He is more conscious of his role 
- .,. in in society and functions accordingly. He is less 
_ | Ss ¥ likely to be materialistic and strives more for in- 

1 — Baus = dividual satisfaction, idealism, and self improve- 

Ee i. | The difference in educational systems serves to 
4 a widen the gap between the two schools. As en: 
| _  & “eo gineering students become more educated, they 
8 4 3 . begin to converge and specialize in their field. 

-—_. NS a. This tends to narrow the outlook of the whole per- 
— WN j 7 Be son, and we have an initial hostile attitude being 

( et magnified. A broader education would help elimi- 
Lo. ae nate this problem. 

: See Ct The liberal arts student’s education, as com- 
: aa 3 pared to the engineer’s, is more subjective. A 

oni s noted English professor has said that a liberal 
education cannot be attained, but must be ex- 
perienced by the individual. While a person can 
be lectured to objectively, it is through experience, 
and not mental feedback, that a person is truly 
educated. It is through experience that education 

Ever since | can remember, and probably many becomes a part of one’s personality. The intellec- 
years before that, there has been a separation of tual stimulation of the arts through liberal studies 
the engineering campus from the rest of the uni- versus the vocational training of engineering tends 
versity. The situation was climaxed last year dur- to widen the gap between the two. 

ing the Dow Chemical incident. Since then a tense There are no true generalities that can be made 
atmosphere has prevailed between the engineers about the two schools, but there are characteris- 
and the hill students. This can be attributed to a tics which each faction seems to have. The liberal 
basic difference in the interests of the individuals arts student tends to be broader, more liberal, and 

in each sector and a difference in type of educa- to have a less prejudiced outlook on life. We all 
tion each receives. Speaking as an engineering play this game of life, but it seems the liberal arts 

student acquainted with both sides, | think this student has a slight advantage. Could we be doing 
difference is and probably always will be present, something wrong? d 
although there is no need for hostile attitudes to y 
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passed by at 30? , 
Absolutely. If you're a 30-year-old engineer who's offered, and about 2,400 engineers will study there 

failed to keep up with the latest developments in his in 1969. It's the most advanced facility of its kind. 
field. Ask around. You'll find that when it comes to antici- 

Because Western Electric's an acknowledged in- pating change, Western Electric is way out in front. f 

dustrial leader in graduate engineering training, that's And we make every effort to keep our engineers there 5 
one worry our engineers don't have. Our nearly- too. See our recruiter or write College Relations, 4 
completed Corporate Education Center near Prince- 222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10038. 4h 
ton, N. J., for instance, will have a resident staff of A lot of study, and hard work, never hurt anyone. Y 

over 100. More than 310 engineering courses will be as , r 
ga) Western Electric 
S77) MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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(with apologies to Carl Sandburg ) 

by Peter W. Egan 

Bomb Builder for the World 
Card Puncher, Counter of Ergs 
Player with Atoms and the Nation’s Scapegoat 
Trivial, Vital, Placid 
Students of the Big Trade School 

They tell me you are wicked and I believe them, for I have seen you kill sheep 
from forty miles away with the latest nerve gas 

And they tell me you are tasteless, and I answer: Yes, it is true for who else would 
wear a plaid sport coat with a paisley shirt to a Bobby Vinton concert 

And they tell me you are boring and my reply is: On the faces of your dates I have 
seen the marks of creeping horror as you begin to itemize the components in 
your latest Heathkit 

And having answered so I turn once more to those who sneer at these my fellow 
students and I give them back the sneer and say to them: 

Come and show me another minority group with lifted head snickering so proud 
to be assured of a solid twelve grand and a box in the suburbs* 

Flinging quite printable curses amid the toil of studying night upon night, bursting 
with determination or devoid of imagination 
Counting 
Calculating 
Slide Ruling 
Balancing 

Coming, Multiplying, Conquering 
Under the credit load, chalk all over his hands, laughing with Dow-Jones 
Under the terrible burden of quantum mechanics, laughing when he can 
Laughing even as an hysterical NASA man laughs who has just pushed the wrong 

button 
Bragging and laughing that under his skull is the know-how, and under his ribs 

the cavity of fate 

Laughing? 

°and you can take that any way you want it®* 
°°or get it 
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by Dave Stroik . 7 ‘ ye Sa 

Je a en 

Perhaps it’s a failure to communicate, or just a fF 4 

lack of understanding, that’s creating the barrier om wa 
between the hill students (liberal arts students) 3 ‘ og 

and the valley students (engineers). The presence — . a 

of such a rift was graphically demonstrated to me : : i 

when | witnessed the accidental meeting of Betty : 2 

Buststein and Harvey Halstead. a 

With each long stride the slide rule in Harvey’s _ 

back pocket swayed from side to side. He’d regu- _. _ 

larly run his fingers through his short unruly hair Dl . 

to counter each gust of wind. —— Oe 
“Help me,” came a soft yet distinctly New York ee a 

voice from behind a clump of bushes. ee a ; 
Harvey glanced at his watch and decided he eT ew 

could spare a few minutes to check out this maid- a. i " 3 
en in distress. As he rounded the bushes two large ae eo. : 
brown eyes peered up at him. Sweeping her hand oe . oe > 
across her forehead she removed a lock of long ——rt—“—s eS Ts oS 
raven hair from her line of sight. “I’m stuck,” she hls a 

said tugging at her bellbottoms. CU 
Harvey’s eyes moved down her leg to the piece . A Se en 
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of deep blue cloth pinched in the bicycle chain. chain,” said Harvey pointing to the bicycle. 

He bent down and began pulling the chain and “Damn the chain guard or whatever —I! want 

wiggling the pedal while an assortment of beads you.” She pressed herself against him. 

and peace medallions banged against his head. “Now you did it!” said Harvey reaching for his 

“It'd be a lot easier if you weren't in ’em.” back pocket. “Busted my slide rule.” 

“I could take them off, but I’m not wearing any “Oh, I’m sorry,” she said. “Maybe you can glue 

underwear,” she said pulling the bellbottoms down it.” 
slightly to expose a bare stomach. ‘‘See.” “It’s a Werner von Braun autographed Picket 

Harvey let out a quiet high pitched squeak. His number 786 bamboo slide rule with forty-seven log 

hands grew moist and shaky. “Ya, | can under- — log scales — you don’t just glue it!” 

stand; there’s been a lot of pantie raids lately,” Betty threw up her hands and looked at the sky. 

he quivered. “Oh the bureaucracy and institutionalism of it all!” 
“But if you think it would help .. .” “Huh?” 
“No!” he screamed grabbing her hand as she “Don’t you see? Some Guru in a black suit says 

reached for the zipper. ‘‘I’ll manage.” With a sigh do your thing, have a nice house in Suburbia, and 
of relief, Harvey took off his shoe and used it to get old.” Harvey felt his day old beard. “So you 

pry at the stubborn chain. Suddenly the bellbottom chain yourself to your slide rule, bust your body 
fell limp. and never see the sky.” 

“Oh, you’re so mechanical,’ she cried and “Oh ya,” said Harvey pulling his finger from his 

locked her arms around his. nose. “Well, I’ve got a test in five minutes.” 

Balancing the bike with one hand, and holding “See — you poor thing, all caught up in your 

his shoe with the other, Harvey finally managed to papier maché world.” She began stroking his 
break her grip. ‘““We don’t even know each other.” chest. ‘‘Revolt. Build a new existence with me.” 

“l’m Betty Buststein.” Sweat poured down Harvey’s face. “I’m going 

Harvey extended his hand. “I’m Harvey Hal...” to be late,” he squeaked. ‘And, besides, my moth- 
“Oh, Harvey,” she squealed throwing her arms er told me about girls like . . .” Betty pressed her 

around his neck. lips to his. ‘like you,” he mumbled from the corner 

“Now cut that out!” yelled Harvey turning his of his mouth. 
head from her extended lips. “Sleep with me.” 

Betty moved back and fingered a peace medal. “Not on your life, you . . . you hussy,” he said 
“You engineers are all such archaic realists. Don’t mustering as much morality as possible into his 
you believe in love?” She tilted her head and trembling voice. ‘I got my Nuclear Magnetic Res- 
looked into his eyes. ‘‘See that tree?” she said onance 351 test to take.” He forced her arms away 
motioning to a stately maple. and turned to walk off. “Uh.” 

“Ya.” “Yes, Harvey.” 

“It lives and loves living. Inside that tiny hole a “Where’s Bascom Hall?” 
tender little heart pumps the vital sap,” Harvey 
stood on his tip toes in an effort to see the heart Thus | observed the two vastly different subcul- 
through a woodpecker hole in the side of the tree. tures developing on campus. Neither extreme 
“And the shiny leaves express how happy it is to seems entirely ideal. | see but one solution to the 
live and love.” problem — intermarriage. Perhaps the offspring of 

“What you need is a good chain guard.” such a coalition would be at least semi-stable. 

“Pardon?” H 
“A thing to keep your pants away from your Ty 
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When you're breaking ground on a new idea at Delco, you don’t see a lot of your own 
desk. For Bob Byse, design engineering means work with two dozen solid 

professionals . . . people whose specialties range from microelectronics 

to model making to production. Wherever the project leads, Bob Byse is on his way. 

And every skill is at his disposal. Right through full production. 

And beyond. If there's trouble shooting under dealer warranty three years from now, 

Bob Byse is still the man we'll call for. That's why no two Mondays 

ever look alike to Bob Byse and his colleagues at Delco. 

The question is... can you say the same? Take a good hard look at how your 

responsibility shapes up, compared with Bob's. In fact, why not discuss it with us. 

By letter or telephone. Collect. Area Code 317/459-2808. 

Contact: Mr. C. D. Longshore, Supervisor, Salaried Employment, 
Dept. 300, Delco Radio Division of General Motors, Kokomo, Indiana. 

DEL CO AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS 
RADIO KOKOMO, INDIANA 
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by Dick Wagner modus vivendi; the present is another subject! 
A hill student is a person without a sliderule, To him all information is either known or within 

who has an incomplete sense of humor and who intuitive grasp. Nothing, however, is taken lightly 
is concerned with the little variables that affect his or assumed without laborious consideration. 
environment (i.e., he wants to gain a solution to his A hill student’s sense of humor is limited by his 
problems by concentrating with impartial empha- sense of involvement; but enhanced by his subjec- 
sis on the variables and tinkering with the con- tive tendencies; enhanced by his expressive abili- 
stants — yea, truly fudging!). ties; enhanced by his moods. That is, he has a 

A hill student is guided by human nature (each very good sense of humor, although involvement 
a demagogue at heart). He is especially interested may cancel objectivity (hence an incomplete sense 
in playing the part of a human being. Finding so- of humor). Herein lies no tragedy, probably be- 
cial, ethical, and even physical barriers some- cause pure humor is not completely good. 

times in his way, the hill student may display his A hill student is a concerned, care free, inde- 
envariably efferent characteristics. pendent member of a dependent society. He is 

A hill student, although not necessarily always full of energy. He wears what he likes. He answers 
outspoken by nature, easily becomes this way if first to an impulsive conscience. To a hill student, 

the opportunity arises. time is of the essence, although it seems to be his 

To a hill student, ‘status quo” is the ultimate greatest commodity. d 
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Te aN en Are you interested in starting a 
ilwaukee, Wis. training program which will lead 

to becoming a contracting engineer . 

Built on Engineering Innovations for Wisconsin’s largest Mechanical Investigate 

for the Automotive, Earth-moving, Contractor? If so, the Paul J. Grunau 

Farm Tractor and Material Handling | Company offers challenging posi- 
Industries. tions to graduating Mechanical and career 

Civil Engineering students. s . 

A good place for people with ideas | We specialize in heating, air con- engin eering 

to work and grow. ditioning, sheet metal, plumbing wae 
and fire protection work, and we 

For employment opportunities, send | rank 49th in a listing of 200 top oppor unl 1es 
resume or contact: Mechanical Contractors in the na- 

tion as prepared by Domestic Engi- t 
neering in their ‘‘Book of Giants’’. a 
For a personal interview, contact 

Director of Employee Relations Paul E. Grunau 
UOP-Bostrom Division Paul J. Grunau Company WISCONSIN GAS COMPANY 

133 W. Oregon Street 307 West Layton Ave. anes ee oe 

Milwaukee, Wis. 53201 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207 AUER WISCONSIN S220
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are relatively unimportant. 

IS not. 

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, 

we invite you to consider a career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, 

you will find wide-open opportunities for professional growth with a 

company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic 

atmosphere of aerospace technology. 

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. 

Give them the equipment and facilities only a leader can provide. Offer 

them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities. Encourage 

them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them 
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can manage. 

Reward them well when they do manage it. 

And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents 

required. Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL 
e AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL e CHEMICAL e CIVIL e MARINE e 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING e PHYSICS e CHEMISTRY e METALLURGY 
e MATERIALS SCIENCE e CERAMICS e MATHEMATICS e STATISTICS 

e COMPUTER SCIENCE e ENGINEERING SCIENCE e ENGINEERING 
MECHANICS. 

Consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, 

Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, 

Connecticut 06108. 

fp», , . . 

; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft =. saree per comonanen 
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT - 

rgsY WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA AnsEqual Opportunity: Employar
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Like, we'll ask a graduating engineer: 
“What opportunities do you think an engineer has 
if he works for the telephone company ?” 

And, zap—we get a blackout! 
Well, we think the company responsible for 

engineering innovations such as the transistor, radio 
astronomy, high fidelity and stereo recording, 
magnetic tape, synthetic crystals, negative feedback, 
sound motion pictures, microwave relay, electronic 

switching, the solar battery and telstar deserves a 
consideration that’s strong and clear. 

When the Bell System recruiting team comes 
to your campus, be sure to talk to them. Or ask your 
Placement Director for the name of the Bell System 
recruiter at the local Bell Telephone Company. 

We'll turn you on. 

a. Als fn Aseated Campane



The Technical Side of 
. . 

Automobile Accidents 

by Frederick J. Furer 

One of the evils of our age which is receiving increas- analyzed by an engineer, are settled out of court, many 
ing publicity is the automobile accident. There are many others go to court, and in court the testimony of an 
different aspects of automobile accidents which may be experienced expert carries much more weight than the 
studied, such as the psycho-physical condition of the testimony of an inexperienced “expert.” Therefore, an 
drivers, the design of the vehicles involved, the layout engineer not directly involved with the motor vehicle 
of the highways and intersections where accidents occur, field is not likely to be asked to do an accident analysis. 
and many more. This article deals exclusively with the 
comparatively narrow subject known as engineering THE NEED FOR ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

analysis of accidents. It has already been indicated that an engineering 
In accidents of any consequence, a judgment must be analysis is needed whenever the liability for an accident 

made to determine who was at fault. This judgment is has not been completely determined. To expand upon 
ordinarily based on the rules of the road, so that a per- this further, the situations where an analysis is needed 
son driving in the wrong lane would be at fault in an can be broken down into three divisions. These divisions 
accident even though he may contend that he was are not distinct, as will be seen, but they do aid in 
blinded by bright sunlight. Thus, the liability for an clarifying what the engineer who does an analysis is 
accident is based on the physical motions of the vehicles up against. ‘ 
and not directly on the drivers. It is this fact that puts | 
analysis of accidents, for the practical purpose of deter- Obvious Conclusions | 

mining liability, in the realm of engineering. Many automobile accident cases whose physical events 
In the vast majority of accidents, no analysis is needed are known and accepted by both sides are brought be- 

because one party or the other concedes liability, or fore the courts for judgment on how much the scttle- 
else the damage costs are too small to warrant an analy- ment should be. The expert is needed in cases like this 
sis. In the remaining number, engineering analysis can because the plaintiff will want to present as strong a 
be of utmost importance in establishing facts. case as possible and this is best done with an expert’s 

First we must be clear as to what we mean by “acci- testimony. 
dent analysis.” Accident analysis is the determination of . . 
pertinent facts, using the available physical evidence, Obvious Conclusions That Are False 
with due consideration given to the testimony of wit- Sometimes an accident will occur that seems to be the 
nesses. An engineer who does accident analysis would fault of one driver, and the police investigating the 
not be called an accident investigator, for an accident accident, may sum it up by saying that he was, in fact, 
investigator merely gathers facts while an engineer at fault. This puts the driver (and especially his insur- 
evaluates the facts. But sometimes the engineer must ance company) in a bad situation, since automobile acci- 
gather his own data since he alone may know what to dents often result in large settlements to the other party. 
look for. The engineer does not take sides in the case, If the accused driver is not really at fault, an engineering 
but only presents the facts as they are. The evidence is analysis can throw new light on the evidence and dis- 
generally favorable to one side of the case, and it is prove the original conclusion. 
ordinarily that side which sponsors the analysis. The Cases like this can be the toughest of all because the 
engineer who presents his analysis in a court of law is engineer must convince the judge and the jury that what 
commonly called an “expert,” and this will be the mean- seems to be the situation really is not. Furthermore, this 
ing of the term as it is used in this article. must be done using technical considerations in non- 

The purpose of this article is to acquaint the engineer technical terms. What would be easy to show to another 

with the general procedures of analyzing accidents. The engineer can be almost impossible to explain to people 
engineering principles involved are only a small part of who have no engineering training. To make things 
the solution to the problem—the rest being mostly ex- worse, not everyone in the courtroom wants the engi- 

perience, with a little luck thrown in. It should also be neer’s analysis to be understood and accepted. During 

pointed out in passing that while many cases, after being (continued on next page) 
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AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT ANALYSIS continued 

cross-examination, the lawyer might ask, “Can you state attempt to avoid collision. Suppose also that the damage 
positively that the coefficient of friction is exactly 0.65 to the vehicles supports the tire mark evidence in 
for the road in question on July 24, 1962, at 3:47 a.m.?” proving that, at the time of collision, vehicle B was at 
Of course the answer must be, “No.” And then he might an angle of 45 degrees with respect to vehicle A. With 
ask, “Isn’t it also true that the coefficient of friction this evidence the engineer can show that, not only was 
might be anywhere from 0.61 to 0.692” Even if the vehicle A not speeding, but that vehicle B was speeding, 
answer to this is “Yes,” and it probably would be, this and, therefore, its driver loses all claim to the right-of- 
amount of variance in the coefficient may have no seri- way. 
ous effect on the final results. The reason the cross- No Obvious Conclusion 
examining lawyer asks questions such as these is to em- Often there are no witnesses to: an accident or the 
phasize to the jury that the analysis is not exact. Thus, witnesses have coutlictne versions, Here. theenoineer 
the jury may become biased against the analysis unless eomenmened & wat and then meaeant en . 
the analysis is clearly and completely presented in direct Taupe teconstrucy the eerste Stee gneea ths ur 

hey aie eh oy “ biased interpretation of the facts. Generally, the engi- 
cxamination. It is important for the engineer to be aware ; hie analvete for nae 

: we ae a wpe neer does his analysis for one of the insurance com- 
of the-diffienlitey if lreaanst kastify sim court. panies involved, or their lawyers. Their decision to use 

A hypothetical example will serve to illustrate what the analysis or not depends on how favorable it is to 
is meant by an “obvious conclusion that is false.” Sup- their position. 

pose Bvo vehicles are approaching an intersection ag The three things that must be determined in an analy- 

sal fea 2 Si rs apd yo hi athe poo th ves ele th 
crdsly-tleyreopae¥ourest as-shown in Figure 9 . accident, the orientation of the vehicles at the instant 

_ “ . of impact, and the manner in which the vehicles got 
The police report would probably state that the driver into this orientation. It should be pointed out that most 

of vehicle A is at fault because before the crash, vehicle analyses of this type are, at best, opinions. There are so 
B was approaching from his right, giving that driver the many variables that can not be precisely determined 

right-of-way. Also, the final position of the vehicles that an exact solution is impossible. Sometimes the only 
indicates that vehicle A was traveling at a high rate of way to get solutions is to assume initial conditions and 
speed since it carried vehicle B a long way from its either show that these could or could not have produced 
original path. the apparent results. This trial and error method is used 

The driver of vehicle A would have a hard time con- until a particular set of assumptions fits the data. 
vincing anyone that he was traveling at the legal speed 

limit and, that when he reached the intersection, there THE BASIC LAWS AND FORMULAS 
was no car in sight. But an engineer could substantiate - : ; 
the driver's claim. Suppose there are tire marks on the Two: fundamental concepts of nature are used a 
pavement which show that vehicle B was cornering analyzing accidents: ENERGY and MOMENTUM. 

hard to its right just prior to the impact, probably in an Each will be briefly explained, and the aopertant for. 
mulas that may be derived from them will be shown. 

Energy 

There are four kinds of energy that apply to accidents. 
They are: 

1. Kinetic energy, or energy of motion 
KE = (mv?/g.) where m is mass; v is velocity 

2. Potential energy or energy of elevation 
PE = (g/ge)mh where h is the height above 

_ an arbitrary zero datum; g is 
5 local gravity 

3. Heat or energy transferred due to friction 
A HEAT = «Nd where p is the coefficient of 

friction; N is the normal 
force; d is the distance 
through which it acts 

4. Energy of collision (estimate based on extent 
of damage) 

It is a fundamental law of nature that energy can be 
neither created nor destroyed, and it is this principle 
which makes the consideration of energy useful. 

Figure 1 Velocities in automobile accidents are mostly con- 
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veniently considered in terms of miles-per-hour, but the force acting in the direction of the change times the 
controversial energy equations usually require that feet- time during which the force acts. This product is called 
per-second be used. With the proper conversion fac- impulse. In the analysis of accidents, time is never a 
tors, the kinetic energy equation can be written in a known quantity, and it rarely needs to be calculated. 
more useful form, where the velocity is in miles-per- So, the technique used is to define a system in which the 
hour as: impulse on the system can be taken as zero and, there- 

55 aR ; . : fore, momentum does not change. This is the basis of 
KE = WV?/30 where W is the weight of the vehi- i a oe UE Coe De Aan) 

: f . the conservation-of-momentum concept. 
cle; V is velocity; g is assumed to : ait 

: ; The hypothetical example given previously concern- 
equal g. numerically since W = 2 i age ae 
(g/g) ing the collision at the intersection would be analyzed 
8/8) by the principle of conservation-of-momentum. In this 

Consider a vehicle of weight W coming to a stop from example, the initial velocities are not known, but the 
speed V, with all wheels locked. The frictional force is directions are. The mass of each vehicle will be assumed 

then ;.W. If the skid distance is S, we can relate the fric- to be the Same. The final velocity after impact is also 
tional heat liberated to the initial kinetic energy as fol- not known, but it could possibly be calculated from skid 
lows: marks and the coefficient of friction. But the final veloci- 

ty need not be known. The ratio of x-momentum and 
se y2 - 

KE = WV?/30 y-momentum before the collision must equal the final 
HEAT = «WS ratio of momentum after the collision to have momen- 

= ENS tum conserved. This ratio is also equal to the ratio of 
, . the x and y displacements after the collision and, there- 

KE = HEAT fore, the situation may be analyzed as follows: 

WV? = p»WS Init. Mom. in x-dir. Final Mom. in x-dir. 

30 eS SO. Go ae ee ee 
Init. Mom. in y-dir, Final Mom. in y-dir. 

V? = 3018 e 30 
This is a very important equation. It is used to find 30 

when Vand S are known, and V when 1 and S are known. 
The derivation suggests the general form for finding mV),(sin45°) 30 sind? 0.707 
initial speed of a vehicle when the vehicle converts en- pe a 

ergy several different ways before stopping. For clari- mV.i+mV),(sin45°) 50 

fication, a specific example will serve. Suppose a vehicle . 
slides x feet on the pavement, y feet on the shoulder, (continued on page 44) 
and z feet in the grass. At the same time, its center of 
gravity moves up a total elevation of H feet. Its initial 
kinetic energy will be equal to: 

KE initia = WV?/30= W pepx-+ W psy + W jigz-+- WH ® 6 

From this equation, the initial velocity can be calcu- masvene (44 PO NTAS 
lated. If the vehicle had done damage to itself or any poses | iNT _ 
other object, the amount of energy required to do the \ 7 
damage would have to be estimated and added to the % \ 
right side of the equation. \ | 50 x 

\ yyds 
\ 

Momentum 

Momentum is the other main consideration for analyz- Ms | j , : : : : . Tire Mark 
ing accidents. Momentum is the product of mass times impact point & 
velocity and has direction as well as magnitude. Thus, \vre 

a 4,000-pound vehicle traveling north at 10 miles per va |ys> 
hour would have a momentum of 40,000 pound-miles/ 
hour, where north is considered the positive direction. 
The same vehicle traveling south at the same speed | 
would have momentum of —40,000 pound-miles/hour. 
Usually, momentum is given in pound-feet/second, but 
any consistent units are valid, and pound-miles/hour 
happens to be convenient. 

The change in momentum is equal to the product of Figure 2 
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: GPC NEEDS : 

| | d h | t : 

‘ Exceptional career opportunities meal, distillers corn solubles and grains, and a wide range : 
: Rapid expansion of plant and research facilities and of livestock feeds and supplements. In addition, with an : 
: annual sales that have increased five fold in the past ten annual capacity of 30 million proof gallons, Grain Processing : 
: years have created many superior career opportunities in Corporation is the largest producer of grain neutral spirits : 
: research, product development and process engineering with in the United States. You will find GPC management main- : 
: Grain Processing Corporation, Muscatine, lowa. Large tains a liberal attitude in encouraging personnel to expand : 
i fermentation facilities produce vitamins, antibiotics and horizons. Profit sharing and many other benefits go with : 
; enzymes for world-wide distribution. A broadly diversified these positions, including that of life in a pleasant medium : 
: line of other products, derived chiefly from corn, is man- size community. If we can tell you anything more, please : 
: ufactured in the company’s 52-acre industrial chemical write Hal Simander, Personnel Manager, Grain Processing : 
: complex on the west bank of the Mississippi. Among them Corporation, Muscatine, lowa; or contact your school’s : 
: are corn starch and corn oil, corn syrup, vitamins, gluten Engineering Placement Office. : 

: Grain Processing Corporation, Muscatine, lowa 
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C terized Traffic Control 

by James R. Miller 

As vehicular traffic increases both The capability of the high capaci- tersection, the problem of finding 
in density and complexity, effective ty computer does not end with inter- out which intersections to put under 
control systems to minimize delays section control. With the aid of computer control has to be solved. 
become more and more essential. lasers and many other electronic de- The preliminary step in solving 
With the advent of the computer in vices, the computer in the future this problem is getting a traffic 
traffic control, this problem of mini- will control much more of the traffic count of all in-bound and out-bound 
mizing delays has come much near- system. lanes at all intersections that are be- 
er to being solved. This report deals ing considered for computer control. 
with what actual function the com- The Reason the Computer This is done by simple portable 
puter has in controlling traffic. is Being Used pressure sensors which count each 

The traffic stream appears to be cn as i passes a certain point on 

analogous to many familiar flow the road, : . 
problems, such as those in paper / Once the volume of traffic at each 

mills, refineries, and water supply. aa oe is Gewsimiied, the traf 
Just as the automatic control of these Cengnger and Computer manufac- 

ml ' ff processes requires sensing devices to snitch ioteesoatinsCaarelicn ee 
Today’s complex traffic systems easure rate, te Sa Hig vic} “TSEC! s they utun- 

demand the efficiency and the high- density, a eee ae der computer control. This deter- 

speed capability that the computer must the traffic stream have its sens: mination is arrived at by assess- 
offers. With the help of the com- ing devices and coordinating system Ine what the computer is to accom- 
puter, the traffic engineer can con- if automatic control is to be achieved. plish and what type of system is to 
trol an entire city’s traffic system The complexity of modern trans- be used. ‘ 
with great efficiency. Through a sys- portation networks and the diverse Once the intersections are chosen, 
tem of sensors around each intersec- _GJasses of vehicles traveling on the the computer must be programmed 
tion, the computer knows the exact facilities also require that the most to handle different traffic situations 

count of traffic using each intersec- sophisticated measurement, analy- which might arise throughout the 
tion. When the traffic flow changes sis, surveillance, and control meth- COUTSE of a day. This involves hav- at a particular intersection, the com- ods be employed. Several such tech- ing traffic researchers from both city 
puter changes the cycle time of the niques now “Within the electrical and computer manufacturer attack 

traffic lights at that particular inter- and electronics disciplines, are be- the problem i. One of three Ways 

section, ing taxed anew by traffic demands. by making renlstinig oeaet vane 
A computerized traffic system is The most promising of these new 2d gathering system-wide data on 

now in use in many cities through- techniques is the use of the com- the effects of existing, Intersection 
out the world. Toronto, Canada; San puter in traffic control. control techniques; by imposing 
Jose, California; and Wichita Falls, computer fcnaeated ee of in- 
Texas, are among these cities. Traffic i creasing sophistication; or by letting 
engineers say that the computerized The Setting Up of a the intersections revert completely 
trae system will come into general Computerized System to local control and accumulate data 
use in the future in any city with a Since no city can afford, nor even obtained by such a method. 
population of 100,000 and over. need, computer control for every in- (continued on next page) 
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COMPUTERIZED TRAFFIC CONTROLS continued 
anc 

Once the data is obtained from the 2. Average speed tem, the signal head is cycled from 
above methods, the actual laying This is calculated as a five-minute green to yellow to red by a constant- 
out of traffic patterns takes place. average using an average vehicle ly rotating dial in the controller to 
That is instead of having just one se- length of 17.1 feet. The speed figure —_ produce an unvarying split (green- 
quence of lights for all day, a num- has a high inverse correlation to con- light proportion of each cycle), 
ber of different light patterns will be gestion. chosen on the basis of the average 
used. It is the computer's job to pick 3. Stops per lane per cycle traffic loading at the intersection in 
which sequence will best fit the traf- The computer does not actually question. 
fic situation, at each particular inter- count stops, since it has no way of The next step up in complexity in 
section during the course of each detecting them. Knowing, however, uncoordinated equipment is the 
day. the distance from the loop to the — semiactuated controller system, in 

In order that the computer can stopline, the average speed, and the which a pressure sensitive treadle, 
judge what sequence of lights best condition of the traffic light, it can magnetic loop, or other vehicle de- 
fits the situation, sensing devices are register as “stopped” any car that tection device is placed on both 
placed in or about the road to obtain has passed the approach loop with- sides of a road a few yards in front 
data on the traffic situation and re- out enough time to catch the green of an intersection. In this case, as in 
lay it to the computer. light. Those which speed up on the the fully actuated case in which de- 

yellow signal it considers  statisti- tectors are set into both intersecting 

Sensing Devices in the cally insignificant. If a line stretches roads, there is no fixed cycle length 
Computerized System past the detector loop, of course, the and the split is adjusted on the basis 

a : P ‘ computer cannot count the last cars. of instantaneous traffic in the two 
Traffic engineering journals are : . : 

rapléte wathadverniGing and 1eobrih 4. Demand per lane per cycle cross streets as determined by the 
U : . sing ane : This is the number of vehicles per detectors. (Note that a treadle can 

cal articles on sensing devices. of § ; 
oot : green-yellow-red cycle which ap- only count vehicles, a loop can de- 

many different types. Much of the oe vel = es ; 
- “ : i proach a signal in each lane. termine presence as well, a CW 

equipment used in traffic sensing : : a ; : 
; ; 5. Delay per vehicle doppler radar does both plus meas- 

since orld War I has gone through w . . : : 
Foon oft 3 : This figure, the most important in ure velocity, and an ultrasonic sen- 

an evolution from relatively simple . . veda a A 3 
5 = evaluating the system, is calculated sor can add vehicle identification. ) 

clectro-mechanical devices, to elec- 5 “ s ; . ; 
’ : rom the number of stops and is In coordinated systems, the signal 

tronic tube and relay devices, to i 5 . ee : 
. . : measured in vehicle-seconds. heads of successive intersections are 

the present solid state devices now ka | ae . 
. : 6. Lane occupancy linked in some orderly fashion, usu- 

being offered. e ee api af : vcamaa Tei, cretinueni**eiace a 
é ; This figure is obtained as a five- ally resulting in a “green wave” trav- 
For almost 20 years engineers x . : . a : 

: ore? minute average. eling from light to light. The delay 
relied on two basic types: the mag- = cee . a 

te detect lth ; The measurements—some 500,000 in signal change between successive 

siive a ‘te ton 53 we ds e-magneti ~ a day —are the basis for making _ intersections is called the offset. 

4 ‘econ woe "  aicient a vay changes in the only three variables As mentioned before, cycle, split, 
erect as not eacren’ UBD, in a traffic light system: cycle, split, and offset are the three basic varia- 

and the pressure-sensitive type oe . . eed a 
: s and offset. Cycle is the length of a bles that a traffic system manipu- 

could not be used in the north where ° : Se . Be ni 
: green-yellow-red sequence, split is lates to optimize signal light control. 

the streets were plowed, the induc- ae 5 . ¥ ‘ . : 
: d the ration of red time to green time Such manipulation can be effected 

tive loop type was developed and is 5 ‘i ki . - 
me in any given cycle, and offset is the manually, by analog control, or by 

most widely used now. There also oor a a as Bs a . 
: : difference in time between green digital computer, depending on the 

have been reports on experimental . : © ge canbe aay cf a 
‘ 4 lights at neighboring intersections. complexity of the system and on the 

work in which lasers are used to de- q ‘ ene a 
tect. classify. and meast ehicle These variables may be manipu- optimization desired. 

a Oe Tass F.. @ oasure ve me + fy: 5 * 

COE CNS ‘ lated in any number of different pat- In the simplest coordinated 
speeds, oe et wa rt wr , aye - remai terns, all of which are very involved scheme, all three variables remain 

and will not be discussed in this constant, there being no on-line ma- 
How the Computer Uses the article. nipulation. However, a single con- 

Data Obtained . stant offset is now generally regard- 
aa : ; Different Levels of ice i 4 i 
Through the array of sensing de- Traffic Control edas highly inadequate to cope with 

vices, the computer obtains data on rattic Contr the changing traffic patterns that 

the traffic How for each instant of The computerized system repre- occur during a day. Thus, many 

time. The computer uses this data sents the apex of an increasingly cities have replaced the single-dial 

to make six measurements: complex hierarchy of traffic control controller with double- and triple- 

1. Volume per lane systems. At the bottom rung of this dial types to give two or three offset 

The number of cars passing over hierarchy is the so-called uncoordi- _ choices instead of one. 

detectors for each approach lane to nated system, characterized by a Next in our traffic control hier- 

each signal is noted at five-minute lack of tie-in among intersections. archy comes coordinated actuated 
intervals. In the simplest uncoordinated sys- systems. In this scheme, a series of 
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eee 

successive intersections are con- Remote “eyeballing” of specific changing vehicle responses, and 
trolled from a central analog com- problem areas is possible through changing driver attitudes. Most of 
puter linked to a cycle generator. strategic placement of video cam- the adaptations are simple decisions. 
Cycle lengths are selected on the eras. Surveillance of traffic flows by However, even simple decisions, 
basis of traffic data received from closed-circuit television or other easily made, become complex when 
detectors flanking the strip of inter- types of detecting devices permits they are coupled with five or six 
sections involved. A typical system optimum utilization of crowded other such decisions, all of which 
of this type might offer six different streets. must be made within seconds. 
cycle lengths, five offsets, and three From these TV records, traffic It is to eliminate the necessity for 

splits. officers can spot accidents, conges- making these decisions, or to space 
tions, pile-ups, and they can dispatch them over more reasonable time pe- 

Examples of Places Which Have squad cars to trouble spots. Traffic riods that much of the efforts of en- 
Installed Computerized Systems control officers can break into the gineers concerned with traffic have 

The: first’ major icity. -to use ‘com automated system and take remedial been directed. _Larger or better- 
puter control in a big way was To- action in case of equipment trouble. located signs, limited-access road- 
ronto, Canada, with a population of There can also be mobile cameras ways, and more efficient signal sys- 
almost 670,000. Toronto now has a for specific use in case of special tems are the older tools employed. 
$5 million investment in ite System. events. ; ; Variable - message signs, automatic 
On its investment, the city hag had The U.S. Bureau of Public Roads vehicle control, automated high- 
w substantial return. Its tealie com. BPR ) has recently commissioned ways, and computer-controlled sig- 
missioner estimates that trip times the Philco Corporation to prepare a nal systems are a few of the exciting 
have been reduced by as much as "ePortona language that could be new tools. ; —_ . 
20% and that the number of involun- a coding technique for route recog- Direct driver advisories, utilizing 
tary stops has been slashed by more nition and position description. Such radio and pre -recorded messages, 
than half, Toxonte now has some 500 a language would be invaluable in keyed by roadside transmitters, are 
traffic lights — covering the major the control of a traffic system em- perhaps needed. Providing real-time 
arteries — under computer control. bracing the East Coast megalopolis, response, computers could be capa- 

Sun Jose, California, witha popu: for example. ee ble of assimilating vast amounts of 
lation of about 330,000, has the big- The technique of driving involves data and quickly providing the in- 
gest computerized traffic control a continuing series of adaptive re- formation necessary to the driver. 
system now operating in the United actions to changing road conditions, i 

States. For the past two years, San \ 
Jose has been cooperating on a pro- 
gram in which an IBM 1710 collects 
data and controls traffic light strate- 
gies for 59 intersections along one 
main artery and in a downtown grid. = = 

IBM also has an 1800 computer 
installed for traffic control in Wichi- 
ta Falls, Texas. With a population 
of 101,000, Wichita Falls proved o 
that the smaller cities also profit 
from a computerized system. ein iIMmeeKwr 

Because of these results through 
the use of computers in these cities, 

traffic engineers are saying that any 
city over 100,000 population should . ; . . . 
have some type of computerized sys- The Wisconsin Engineer is looking for fresh 

tem tied into the traffic signals. ideas and the type of people who can transform 
those ideas into articles. If you want to get in- 

Future Applications volved in a really good activity and feel that you 

The immediate future of the trans- have something to contribute, step into the office 
portation field is vastly more prom- in room 308, Mechanical Engineering Building, or 
ising than that of the past. Many contact one of the staff members. 
agencies, public and private, are in- 
volving themselves in the develop- 
ment of new concepts, new devices, 
and new applications. 
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: Help wanted 

Situation: It ts often difficult to get into and 

out of today’s cars without bumping 

into the car beside you. 

Question: Can you design a door that uses 
minimum out-swing space 

when opening ? 

Disciplines: It can go over the car, under it, 

slide into the frame, swing parallel 

to the body... AS LONG AS 

IT’S NOT TOO EXPENSIVE TO 

MASS PRODUCE. Door must 

also provide an electrical channel 

to the chassis to provide for power 

operated windows. Need your ideas 

in time for meeting next month. 

Thanks. 

Want to work on a challenging assignment like this? If you have better ideas to contribute, and you're looking 
A new member of an engineering team at Ford Motor Com- for challenging assignments and the rewards that come 
pany does. Today his job may be designing new car door from solving them, come work for the Better Idea company. 
hinging. Tomorrow it might be solving cab vibration in See our representative when he visits your campus. Or 
semi-trailer trucks. Or designing a different approach to send a resume to Ford Motor 
vehicle controls, or even developing a new engine con- Company, College Recruit- 
figuration. ing Department. The 

To help solve assignments like these, our people have a American Road, Dear- 
giant network of computers at their service. Complete test- born, Michigan 48121. An 
ing facilities. The funds they need to do the job right. equal opportunity employer. 
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The Ever Progressive 
. . 

Industrial Engineers 

by Dick Wagner 

This is an attempt to digest all of ties: (1) a systems design strategy, submitted by the planning staff of 
the information available about re- _a‘framework for thinking’ that struc- WRMP (David H. Gustafson, Ph.D.; 
search being conducted by the In- tures the planning process ina more Paul C. Nutt; and Gerald Nadser, 
dustrial Engineering Department effective fashion, (2) an interdisci- Ph.D.), that predict “planning an 
at the University of Wisconsin. The plinary framework that brings to- essential WRMP component for 
main areas of research are gether various professionals to work years to come.” The staff began its 
“WRMP”; Human Factors Engi- jointly in such settings, and (3) tools work in 1966 and now has over four 
neering; Water Quality Manage- and techniques that can be used in grad students involved in its work- 
ment; and Programming for Em- allocating resources required in the ings. 
ployment. We greatly appreciate master plan. 
the writings sabinitied by the LE. “At its inception, the WRMP de- HUMAN FACTORS 
department. cided to use systems engineering as ENGINEERING RESEARCH 

This is the first in a series of arti- a major component of its planning Prof. Gordon Robinson is conduct- 
cles which will probe the research process. Through a contract with ing research in the area of automo- 
projects under way in the various the Engineering Experiment Station biles and the human driver under a 
engineering departments here in of the University of Wisconsin, staff Public Health Service grant. The 
Madison. support was obtained to provide in- function of this research is to show 

dustrial engineering and operations _ the human’s role as a component in 
research services. In order to obtain a control system. This system depicts 
the continuity needed to make these the man-machine relationship as 
services productive, an industrial found in the driver and the auto- 
engineer was appointed chairman of mobile. 
the planning committee. Some of the aspects of the research 

“Essentially there are three levels at this time include the measure- 
at which planning proceeds in the ment of eye movements and head 
WRMP: conceptual, strategic, and movements as related to the various 
operational. Conception planning activities of a driver such as turning 
develops the goals and objectives of | and braking. These measurements 
the WRMP and provides the mecha- will be taken on the road first, and, 

WRMP nism for improving them through a later, similar conditions will be sim- 
Goal of the WRMP: Improve continual assessment of the WRMP’s ulated in the lab. 

health status of citizens of the strengths and weaknesses. Strategic Another area being studied is that 
region. planning is the level at which the of depth perception as related to fa- 

WRMP determines what it should tigue, alcoholism, and other factors. 
“Systems or industrial engineering, be doing now and in the future to The purpose of these studies is to 

frequently used in designing large __ achieve the objectives established at determine how the human driver 
scale complex systems, has beenem- _ the conceptual planning level. Oper- __ Will react to the different inputs to 
ployed in the planning process of ational planning develops the means __ the auto-driver control system and 
the Wisconsin Regional Medical of implementing the specific pro- What methods can be used to train 
Program, Inc. (WRMP). This pro- grams conceived at the strategic the driver to react favorably to these 
fession has at least three strengths level.” inputs. 
that render it useful for such activi- This has been part of a report (continued on next page) 
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INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING DEPT. continued 

WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT analyzing the effect of altering water flow upon the eco- 

This research is part of an interdisciplinary research nomics of hydroelectric power generation. Dr. Eliza- 

project at the Water Resources Center to determine the beth David, Agricultural Economics, is studying the 

effective design of political institutions and laws for economic factors which are not readily converted to 

managing water quality in a river basin. The Wisconsin dollars. Peter Davis, Law, 1s analyzing the Structure of 
River Basin is being used as a case study. Wisconsin law as applicable to the design of institutions 

Recalling that the primary functions of management for water quality management. Prof. Irving K Fox, Ur- 

may be described briefly as: setting objectives, planning ban and Regional Planning, a8: generally guiding the 
the actions necessary to gain the objectives, and then project and analyzing the political history of pollution 
controlling the actions and modifying the objectives as control in Wisconsin. In addition to the above named 
required, Thus for effective water quality management researchers there are dozens of students assisting in the 

one needs to be able to predict the effects of various various phases of the research. In Industrial Engineer- 

pollution abatement alternatives upon the observed mg, Charles McQuillan Is analyzing the applicability 
quality of the river. of stochastic programming techniques. Jim Frisch and 

One important quality parameter is the amount of Mare Kaplan are assisting with the testing of the com- 
dissolved oxygen in the river. A major portion of most puter simulation program. 
pollution effluents is comprised of organic material 
which is used by the microorganisms in their metabolic EMPLOYMENT SERVICE MATHEMATICAL 
processes which in turn use up the dissolved oxygen in PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
the river. Previous research has shown that these proc- The employment service problem is to recommend 
esses can be described by linear differential equations. interviews between job candidates and job openings. 

A digital computer simulation program has been written The problem can be expressed mathematically as fol- 

and is being debugged which uses these differential lows: 
equations to predict the effect upon dissolved oxygen Let Xi; = 0,1 depending on whether or not an inter- 
at any point along the river caused by each individual view is recommended between the it” 

source of pollution. Historical data is being used to candidate and the j'" job opening. 
validate the prediction capability of the model. Once Ui = the value of recommending an interview 
operational, the model will be used to calculate the between the i* candidate and the j'" 

following coefficients: opening. (Prof. G. P. Huber has been 

fix = proportion of the dissolved oxygen deficit at working on measuring these Uj.) 

point i on the river caused by the k'" pollution Let O = ai = bi be integers reflecting the minimum 

source. and maximum number of interviews to be recommended 

Let di be the maximum allowable dissolved oxygen to the i candidate. Similarly 0 S cj S dj are integers 

deficit at point i on the river and Xx be a variable repre- giving the minimum and maximum number of inter- 

senting the amount of pollution the k'" source should views for the j'" job opening. The following mathemati- 
be allowed to dump in the river. Let Cx(L — Xx) be the cal programming problem is known as diophine or 0-1 

cost of reducing the pollution at the k" source from the programming: 

current amount Ly to Xx. Then the problem of finding m n 
the pollution abatement plan which minimizes costs maximize S&S Ui Xiu 
while maintaining desired dissolved oxygen levels can Lae i=lj=1 

be expressed as the following mathematical program- Subject to 
ming problem a < = Xi< bi i=l,...m 

minimize Y Cx(li — Xx) jel 

subject to ¥ fixXx = di for each i, m 

ie qo <=: XjS dq j=l...mn 

O < Xk <x for eachk. i= 1 

: Xy = 01. 
Prof. William Bentley, Agricultural Economics, is 

studying the technology of pulp and paper production A seeming small problem, 9 candidates and 9 jobs, 

and will arrive at estimates of the cost functions Cx(+) ran for 20 minutes on the 3600 using IBM’s Lemke- 
for these sources of pollution. James Kerrigan, Water Spielberg algorithm without arriving at the solution. 

Resources Center, is obtaining estimates of the cost Another solution algorithm uses the simplex algorithm 

functions for municipal waste loadings. The above of linear programming to arrive at initial approximate 
model will then be used to study the effects of various solutions. However, the number of iterations required 

alternatives such as low-flow augmentation and me- to solve the linear program exceeds a reasonable maxi- 
chanical acration upon cost minimizing pollution abate- mum. Mike Grigoriadis and Pat Nanda have adapted a 
ment schemes. network flow algorithm for solving this problem but 

The above description is an oversimplification of the there is no computational experience. Professor Falkner 

basic approach being taken. A. MacCormick, Statistics, is developing a transportation type algorithm which 
is developing estimating models of river flow, upon hopefully will be efficient. i 
which the coefficients fix heavily depend. G. Story is yy 
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. a Randy Trost, Wisconsin '67 

I never feel like a rookie 

“Sure it’s my first year with B&W, but I’ve been too out making steam generation equipment. That led to 

busy to think about that. I’ve been working in my field atomic power stations, nuclear marine propulsion 

all along, and the training sort of blends right in.” equipment, refractories, specialty steel, machine tools, 

If Randy Trost sounds like a B&W booster, you computers, and closed-circuit TV. (And we still make 

should hear what his supervisor says about him. the best boiler in America.) 

We're looking for aggressive, talented young engi- If you'd like to talk with Randy Trost about BeW, 
neers like Randy. We want you if you want significant call him collect at our facility in Lynchburg, Virginia, 

responsibility from the start. In fact, we need more AC 703 846-7371. 

engineers than ever before. That’s because we’re grow- In the meantime, be on the lookout for the BeW 

ing faster. Sales were $560 million last year. Up 17 recruiter when he visits your campus. 

per cent. The Babcock & Wilcox Company, 161 East 42nd 

That’s how it’s been from the beginning. We started Street, New York, New York 10017.



s a a 
. Engineers, Mathematicians: 

At NSA, our successes depend on yours. 
Because of the nature and scope of systems. You may also participate in will follow systematically as you assume 
the National Security Agency's related studies of electromagnetic additional responsibility. Further, you 
mission, our successes are in direct propagation, upper atmosphere will enjoy the varied career benefits 
relation to your achievements phenomena, and solid state devices and other advantages of Federal 

At NSA, we are responsible for using the latest equipment for employment without the necessity of 
designing and developing secure/ advanced research within NSA's Civil Service certification. 
invulnerable communications and EDP fully instrumented laboratories. Check with your Placement Office for 
systems to transmit, receive and MATHEMATICIANS define, formulate further information about NSA, or write 
analyze much of our nation’s most vital and solve complex communications- to: Chief, College Relations Branch, 
information. The advancing technologies __ related problems. Statistical National Security Agency, Ft. George 
applied in this work are such that mathematics, matrix algebra, and G. Meade, Md. 20755, Att: M321. 
they will frequently take you beyond combinatorial analysis are but a few An equal opportunity employer, M&F. 
the known and accepted boundaries of the tools applied by Agency ji . 
of knowledge. Consequently, your mathematicians. Opportunities for Campus Interview Dates: 
imagination and resourcefulness are contributions in computer sciences and December 11 
essential qualifications for success. theoretical research are also offered. 

The Career Scene at NSA Career Benefits 
ENGINEERS will find work which is NSA’s liberal graduate study program KEATS 
performed nowhere else .. . devices permits you to pursue two semesters of pons Ry 
and systems are constantly being full-time graduate study at full salary. v4 Va = 
developed which are in advance of any Nearly all academic costs are borne by Bs Oy 
outside the Agency. As an Agency NSA, whose proximity to seven Q. J: S 
engineer, you will carry out research, universities is an additional asset. ORES 
design, development, testing and Starting salaries, depending on 
evaluation of sophisticated, large-scale education and experience, range from A 
cryptocommunications and EDP $8845.00 to $15,000.00, and increases national 

security 
agency 
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JOKES continued 

Chemical engineers... A group of prohibitionists looking ENGI NEERS: 
for evidence of the advantages of | Mechanical, Civil, Electrical, 

Mechanical engineers... | total abstinence were told of an old | Industrial, Architectural 
man 102 years old who had never 
touched a drop of liquor. They 
rushed to his home to get a state- WI 
ment. After propping him up in bed 
and guiding his feeble hand along 
the dotted line, they heard a violent ? 
disturbance coming from another 
room—furniture being broken, dish- . 
es smashed, and the shuffling of feet. 

A world in “Good heavens, what’s that?” W en you 
gasped a committeeman. 

“Oh,” whispered the old man as 
need of he sank exhaustedly into his pillow, wou rat er @ 

“That’s Pa, he’s drunk again.” 
. 

THE NEW INCOME TAX FORM 
turnin to a. How much did you make last 

g year? After fi ith Bob . ‘ er four years with our company, Bo! 
b. How much do you have left? Cassidy, valuation engineer, has been A ua-Chem c. Send b. in 37 states, three. foreign, countries, 

o 8 «© four steel and two paper mills, twelve 
metal working plants,a Chilean copper 

In Hungary, a commissar asked a | mine, cheese factory, automobile plant, 
peasant how the potato production | gain mill, box board plant, textile : mill, newspaper plant, CATV system, 
was coming along. municipal water works, and 36 other 

“Oh, fine,” answered the peasant. | business properties. 
“We have so many potatoes that if | He has been describing, analyzing and 
we put them in a pile, they would | evaluating machinery, machine connec- 
‘each clear God.” tions and foundations, process piping, 
reach clear up to God. etc., estimating value to enable client 

‘But, you know there isn’t any | companies to male sound ipperating. 
9 3od.” repli “ oe engineering, and financial decisions. shouldn t ou? C od, replied the commissar. Traveling 70% of the time at company . Well, there aren’t any potatoes | expense, Bob has seen a greater vari- 

either,” said the peasant. ety of engineering applications than 
most engineers see in a lifetime. Re- 

oo8 8 viewing his field work at the home 
office in Milwaukee, he had had direct 

Sign on door of doctors’ offices: access to top management viewpoint 

Dr. Tom Smith, Psychiatrist and direction. 

Dr. Tim Jones, Proctologist Our firm is the world leader in valua- 
Permanent positions are now open--in Specializing in Odds and Ends. | tion counsel, with offices in Canada, 
research and development, project Brazil, France, Italy, Spain and the 
engineering, design and service engi- ae Phillippines. As one of the country s 
neering. At Aqua-Chem you’ll grow in ‘i . leading newspapers said, we ‘‘appraise 
afield that’s young and full of promise He: “Pardon me, but you look like everything from cattle to coal mines.”” 
promise that you can help the world | H{elen Brown.” F inf . 3 . realize as you assume increasing re- =e * 5 or more _in ormation or an interview, 

sponsibility in seawater desalting and She: “Yeah, and I don’t look too | call or write our — Personnel Director, 
pollution control technologies. You’ll | groovy in blue either.” The American Appraisal Company, 525 
enjoy personal rewards from the start: East Michigan, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
top wages Brotit sharing Ubera) vaca- o 8 8 53201. Phone (414) 271-7240. 
tion and holiday schedules, generous We hove. veal e . i Fi = pas ‘ soars pportunity for the man family oe etieee ne cae yon Censors: People who inhibit the | who is interested in an exciting and 
want is at Aqua-Chem. Find out about | earth. challenging career that's different. 
it by contacting Aqua-Chem, Box 421, o 8 4 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201. es “ . - 

Employer: “Are you looking for 
>” work, young man! a MERICAN 

Engineering Student: “No, but I 
would like a job.” Prasat 

Work AB Going U.S.A. CANADAe PHILIPPINES e BRAZIL in Aqua-Chem Inc.| VA. . FRANCE «ITALY SPAIN 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER isconsin 

rowing 
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An informal report on a few current projects at Shell. Some of them might seem like offbeat 

work for an oil company. But this is a company that contributes broadly and significantly to society. 

A company of experts that brings out the best in its engineering, scientific and business people. 

Gu & Shell scientists _ stillbiggerstructuresintheworks. lon of refined product from a gal- 

Bier ee F 4 have comeup with And we are operating in con- lonoffeedstock.And we are using 

y a vast improve- siderably deeper water from float- | sophisticated techniques to tailor- 

(ce fs ment over even ing platforms. We are also search- make products by reassembling 

~eecsS"" the most talented ing on land in 16 states to help hydrocarbon molecules. 

te ae ee meet burgeoning energy needs. The pursuit of excellence leads 

nated with it eal kill Ties in Tae Digestible detergents Shell into a variety of fields, both 

The main trouble on and off the beaten track for an 
stall for up to three months. And TYG . / 

a - : Yrinetal with detergents oil company. If you have a more- 
VAPONA" insecticide combined AVE | i ; . 

: _ . ee is they don't go _ than-one-track mind, a desire to 
with CIODRIN* insecticide keeps Ae, : : - 

H-.- ° away. They pol- explore, to pit your skills against 
cows fly-free 24 hours a day— Fo. A 

; : lutestreams,make many kinds of problems, there 

even out in pasture. Give YOU s 464 water foamy. The solution: could be a place for you in Shell 
ideas for further applications? det t y- ds that . . 

nie ergent compoun Th a More Perhaps your training in engi- 
Energy from under the sea » nantacaules" clean dlothes ‘at neering, science or business can 

Shell is heading BS Be scat | € Jus contribute to tomorrow’s new 
‘ Pa ively, but keep streams d | For int A 

into ever-deeper ~) free of detergent foam. Elsewhere evelopments..F or intormallon 
waterinthesearch _ipessi PM in the chemical part of'our busie. “200Ut openings throughout: Shell 
for oil and natural “=P Ry ness, Shell Fesearch Has tesuted S100 MP at the placement ‘otis 
gas. Recently we s i int a ‘Wealth of plastics for home for aninterview with our represent- 

designed andinstalledpermanent and industry, and fertilizers to ative. Or write to Q. C. Stanberry, 

drilling/production platforms as alleviate food shortages Recruitment Representative, 
tall as a 34-story building, with , Dept. E, The Shell Companies, 

The name of the game Box 2099, Houston, Texas 77001. 

More gasoline per 
barrel of crude WK 
oil delights engi- Ce 
neers, scientists We \ 
and conservation- 
ists alike. Our new hydrocrackers 

actually produce more than a gal- 

Acompany of experts 
Shell Oil Company + Shell Chemical Company « Shell 
Development Company « Shell Pipe line Corporation 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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by Mary Ingeman 

This is the second in a series of Each year, as the Exposition be- that you must work with a pro- 
articles about the 1969 Engineering comes bigger and attracts more and fessor and, together with him, 
Exposition, April 18 through 20, on more industrial exhibits, there is the decide the number of credits 
the University of Wisconsin Engi- increasing feeling that the individ- that the work will be worth, 
neering Campus. ual students have lost interest, in- and the scope of the project. 

deed, lost a part in, their own expo- We encourage all types of exhibits 

sition, in this Exposition, realizing that 
Part of the problem lies in the some people are not interested in 

time students have left to spend on original research, and others are not 
projects of this type. Many people interested in demonstrating basic 
may be interested, but have too principles. There are many depart- 

much course work to leave time for mental research projects that could, 

a project. and should, be displayed. There is 

This year the exhibits committee also a wealth of new equipment in 
is trying to find a solution. After dis- the labs and research facilities that 
cussing various propositions with is complex and would take skill and 
the faculty, and talking with the imagination to demonstrate effec- 
Dean, the following plan has been tively. 

proposed: Also, there is no limit on the num- 
Any student may work ona ber of people who may work on one 

project or demonstration for project, only that to get credit, it 
960 Eavineerine Eevosi- ; : 

the Loe? Engineering Exposi must have the approval of the pro- 
tion. [ nder the counsel of a fessor and the advisor for cach per- 
professor in the appropriate gon, 
epartment, the student may A: . : 

depmtment; the ai y While we hope it won't be neces- 
earn 1 to 83 credits under his oe 7 

: te AC a sary, we realize that you may be- 
department's 699 program. A : 

: come bogged down with work and 
student may register for these . : 

: ae s ; not be able to complete your project. 
credits by having his advisor .. i a 

4 gg 3 These credits, therefore, may also 
and the professor sign “Add spe dn wea les 

a be dropped up to three weeks prior 
cards. These cards may be left a ia : 

. . 2 : to the Exposition. But, after that, 
with; the. registrar, any time part of the prerequisite for receiv 
from now until Feb. 14, 1969, P* preredu : 

; ’ ing your grade is that you must dis- 
the last day to add courses for Feepia * as 

: 7m play an exhibit in the Exposition, 
the second semester. There are : 

no intended restrictions on d 
ps See 

what your exhibit may be, only \ 
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AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT ANALYSIS continued 

3.54V,=3V.+2.12V, which usually accompanies an accident, pitches the 
Sy aE vehicles severely, an effect like that experienced in hard 

LAV 3 Vy braking: For instance, in a head- stash, the L sie raking. For instance, in a head-on crash, the bumpers 
Vp and front frame members often leave deep gouges in the 

—" , ‘ ; pavement. Headlight glass and underbody dirt will also 
So, if these were the facts of the Case, the PNemeer identify the point of impact. Unfortunately, people iry- 

could prove that vehicle B was traveling over twice as ing to be helpful will frequently clear the roadway of 
fast as vehicle ALT hus, if the driver who is accused of such debris before it can be noted or photographed by 
being at fault is going at the speed limit, say 25mph, someone who realizes its significance. 

ay er wag a Hast Amps No out "Shae seated tery 
pone! e : ’ acid on the pavement after the accident generally mark 

, the path of the vehicles from the point of impact to the 
THE PHYSICAL EVIDENCE final positions. If the engineer is consulted soon after 

The “scene” of an accident is defined as the actual the accident, he may be able to verify the more perma- 
location of the accident, with the vehicles still in their nent points of evidence by examining the accident site. 
collision positions, The engineer rarely visits the scene Generally, photographs are taken at accidents serious 
of the accident. The “site” of an accident is the location enough to call for an engineering analysis. Photographs 

after all has been cleared away. The engineer often are used to substantiate police reports and to supple- 

visits the site of an accident. Since the engineer does ment them. Often evidence is seen in the photos which 
not personally observe the accident scene, he must rely is not given in the accident report. Most important, 

on the observations of others. These observations though, are pictures of the vehicle damage, especially 
usually take the form of physical facts which are written if it is impossible for the engineer to examine the vehi- 

in the accident report or can be identified in photos cles personally. Damage to the vehicles indicates their 
taken of the accident. The engineer may find the testi- orientation with respect to each other at impact and is 
mony of witnesses helpful, but he must remember that used in estimating the velocities of the vehicles just be- 

such testimony is, at best, only opinion, and at worst, fore collision. 

deliberately false. If there are no photos of the damaged vehicles or if 
The accident report generally includes a sketch show- the photos do not clearly show the resulting damage, 

ing the final positions of the vehicles, along with such the engineer must inspect the vehicles himself, if at all 

things as skid marks, gouge marks, or scratches that possible. In addition to observing the damage, the engi- 
might be significant. This is sometimes the only infor- neer looks for paint transfer and tire marks on the 
mation about the accident that the engineer has avail- vehicles. 
able. A word of caution about skid marks: police officers Medical reports concerning the injuries to the occu- 

often give the total length of the skid marks, which is pants of the vehicles are sometimes used to determine 
longer than the true skid distance by the length of the the direction of the crash. A chest injury to the driver 
wheelbase of the vehicle that made the skid. If this is would indicate a head-on type of collision, since evi- 
suspected, it is necessary to ask the police officer about dently he was thrown onto the steering wheel. 
it, although usually the sketch will show where the When an engineer visits an accident site, it may be 

measurement was made. weeks or months after the accident. Such things as ele- 

Gouge marks that are deep and short generally mark vation, curvature, coefficient of friction, and view ob- 
the point of impact. This is because rapid deceleration, structions are often determined at the site. The services 

. > of a professional surveyor are often very valuable for 
Migure 3 these tasks. 

To illustrate engineering analysis of accidents, two 
brief examples will be discussed. They show two ex- 
tremes in the types of cases that arise. 

EXAMPLES 

is = These example cases are based on actual accidents 
A Pe me — that Prof. A. H. Easton of the University of Wisconsin 
ER ee Ae, ge has analyzed. Professor Easton has been analyzing acci- 

| a. re as <7 . i.) “a dents since 1947 and has been consulted in over 400 

* - em : cases. 

pa wae \ — . Ss The first case is a straightforward application of engi- 
“en 4 ~ : neering principles. A Buick collided head-on with a 

- : _ : truck. Before colliding, the Buick left 97 feet of skid 

— Ls as : marks on dry, but heavily traveled, concrete pavement. 
2 Le Pk. oa. The vehicles came to rest, essentially at the point of 

ee iL. impact, and it is established that the truck was either 

ee stopped or barely moving when the collision occurred. 
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The question is, how fast was the Buick traveling when The Buick engine came to rest in a cornfield on the 
its brakes were applied? side of the road, opposite from where the Buick vehicle 

As with most accidents of this type, the assumption is finally stopped. There were gouge marks and scratches 
made that the driver applied his brakes to the point of in various places on the highway and parts from the 
skidding as soon as he saw impending danger. Any vehicles were spread in all directions. This is not a 
driver who has faced a panic situation knows this is a complete summary of the data, but at least it gives some 
valid assumption. Thus, the skid marks show the total idea of the case. The problem was to reconstruct the 
distance for which the brakes were effective. Momen- accident. 

tum is not a useful consideration in cases of this type, The general consensus of those investigating the acci- 
where one vehicle is many times heavier than the other, dent was that it had to be a head-on collision. This was 
because it tends to give inaccurate solutions. Further, because the highway was straight at the accident site, 

in this case, there is no data that would make a momen- and there were no intersecting roads. But the damage 
tum calculation possible. This is a problem for the con- to the Buick is not characteristic of a head-on collision, 
servation-of-energy method. especially since the bumper was still intact. Professor 

To find the energy of collision requires that the dam- Easton concluded that the only way for the physical 
age to the Buick be compared to the damage done in evidence to have occurred was that the Buick experi- 
crash tests or certain accidents where the energy is enced a sideways slide, the cause of which is unknown. 
known. Professor Easton estimates the crash speed to It slid partially into the lane of the Chevrolet, which 
be 20 mph. This is much less than the inexperienced caught the Buick in such a way as to dislodge the fire- 
person would guess. The reason for the low speed is wall and engine. These parts were thrown from the 
that the Buick’s frame went under the truck and was not vehicle as it spun violently in reaction to the blow from 
damaged. Sheet metal itself takes little energy to de- the Chevrolet. 

form. The energy expended in damaging the truck is This case also illustrates the difficulties that can occur 
negligible. The energy of collision is then: in court when an analysis such as this is explained. In 

Eeoi= WV?/30=W(202)/30 cross-examination, the lawyer asked questions like, “If 

this scratch had not been present, could you still say 
The coefficient of friction must be determined before that the Buick invaded the lane of the Chevrolet?” His 

the energy in skidding can be calculated. The best way purpose in asking these questions was to find what evi- 
would be to make tests at the accident site. If it is im- dence was vital to the analysis and then argue that this 
possible to make tests, the engineer could estimate from evidence was not fully established. An expert subjected 
experience what the coefficient of friction is, based on to this treatment must be on his guard to avoid being 
the description of the surface. A figure of 0.65 would be tricked into saying something that he would not say if 
a good approximation in this case. Thus the energy of he had more time to think about it. Starting with the 
sliding is: basic principles of energy and momentum, the engineer 

HEAT=,.Nd=0.65(W)(97) must add a tremendous amount of practical knowledge 
if he is to become a successful expert in automobile 

When the sum of the sliding and collision energies is accidents. d 
equated to the initial energy before braking, the initial yy 
velocity is determined. Figure 4 

WV2/30=W (202) /30-1.0.65(W)(97) 
V=48mph 

Note that the weight cancels out of this equation, so 

that it is irrelevant in this case. ht 
This example has an interesting sidelight. The acci- rf ow, ey b an 

dent happened on an open highway, so the Buick’s Agee ‘ Y ai 
velocity was not excessive. If the Buick driver had eased (a 7 " — 
off his brakes so that the tires would have rolled instead ne hi Je == 
of skidded, he could have very easily avoided collision ts aah Ve) ~ 
by steering away from the truck. But as it was, he kept Oy ie” eo yw 
the brakes firmly clamped, thus making the car com- Fe et <a se a. | 0 ' 
pletely unsteerable and it slid straight into the truck. oe te Pee oe), 4 ae ets 

The second example is a far more complicated case Ne a, 4 i ¥ ae Legh? 
and shows the importance of experience. It is a case Fail ae Le : 
where there are no witnesses who can tell anything be Me Sac % he ce: a 

about the accident. Figures 3 and 4 show the ve- eee VE ee ek | é | 

hicles in their final positions and the damage they Fe A i a4 a 
sustained. Notice that the road is wet from rain and tye ee Mc ae au a ~ 
notice also that the Buick’s front sheet metal is torn off eee edo ° Zoe Ala > ge 
and that the engine is missing. ,, ord i 
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This “class photograph” was taken when 

Bethlehem Steel’s 1968 Loop Course convened () 

in July. 

We’re proud of them, 180 fine young men and women, 

representing 88 colleges and universities. And now 

they’re on their way toward important management 

responsibilities in this dynamic corporation. 

How about you—are you interested in a career with 

horizons unlimited? 

We need virtually all types of engineers and other 

technical graduates. The assignments we offer were never 

more interesting; your opportunities for progress were 

never better. 

First step: pick up a copy of our booklet, “Careers 

with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course,” at your 

placement office, or write to our Manager of Personnel. 

Maybe next year youll be in the picture! 

Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016 

BETHLEHEM STEEL for, 
An Equal Opportunity Employer in the Plans for Progress Program | Spt 
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JOKES eE 

Federal aid is like giving yourself An engineer is a person who meas- “Who is the greatest player in base- 
a blood transfusion in your left arm, ures with a micrometer, marks with ball history?” 
drawing from your right arm and apiece of chalk, and cuts with a dull “Rr-r-uth!” barked the dog. 
spilling 90 percent of it on the way ax. With that the barkeeper jumped 
across. ee over the bar, grabbed the dog by the 

oe 8 A man walked into a tavern and scruff of his neck, the man by the 
A Texan had a small farm with sat down at the bar. His dog fol- collar, and heaved them both into 

just a few sheep. One day his wife, — lowed him in and jumped up on the the street. Whereupon the dog 
while dyeing some bedspreads blue, stool next to his master. The bar- looked up at his master and said, 
had a little lamb fall into the bucket tender came over, gave the dog a “IT wonder if he thinks Mantle is 
of dye. A passing motorist saw the dirty look, and asked the customer, better than Ruth?” 
lamb with the blue fleece andbought —“\Vhat’ll you have?” a a & 
it for $50. So the Texan figured he “Two beers.” A. moder country: is one whidh 
had a good thing going and colored “The beereier nh bans fi k d : 1 SH some more lambs which brought big the two beers for you! ans fireworks and produces H- 

profits. No, one for my dog. bombs. se 

“Pretty soon,” he recalled, “I was “Oh! He drinks beer?” anil collesesevenedounsinthe 
coloring them pink, blue, yellow, “Yep, and not only does he drink gis sme : ‘d te ths fvsten m ‘ e 
and green and you know—now I’m beer, he speaks too.” he; es the wale te. apenidene dicen 

the: biggest lanbrdyes ini Taxes. “Well, then, you get him to say real that there ea enough root 
e 8 8 something and the drinks are on the in the dormitory for all the students. 

“We've got a case of beriberi up House: . . So the president decided to quarter 
here. What’ll we do with it?” It’s a deal.” Turning tothedoghe _the male students and the coeds in 

“Give it to the Engineers. They'll asks, “What’s on top of this house?” the gymnasium. Since there was no 
drink anything.” “Rr-r-ruf.” time to put up a partition, he painted 

“That's right!” a heavy white line down the center 
. se The skeptical bartender snorted of the gym. Then he told the stu- 

Butler: “Sir, there’s a woman ped- his disbelief. dents: “If any of you crosses the 
dler at the door.” “KLright have themuttsaysowie- white line into the side of the gym 

Codger: “Excellent, Godfrey, we'll thing ‘le fi . ther r nd” that belongs to the other sex, you 
take two.” a 6 se or fies disa Ee. a. . will be fined $5 for the first offense, 

1 oP ashe eile to the ae u ean te $10 for the second offense, $20 for 
Mrs. Worthmore and French fei 85 nALS* On, Gither ee Ob Mie the third offense, and so forth. Are 

af airway on the golf course? | sin 
poodle were shopping one day when a = there any questions? 
she noticed an E.E. standing next to Ruff-rufl “Yes, sir,” one of the male students 
her who was looking fearfully at the “Right again,” laughed his owner. _ asked promptly. “What's the rate for 
puppy frisking about his legs. “My, The angry bartender leaned over _a season ticket?” 
my,” she said, “don’t be afraid of the bar, grabbed the customer by ew ® 
Felix; he won’t bite you.” “Madame,” the shirt and snarled, “All right wise One of today’s greatest labor sav- 
said the man, “I wasn’t afraid he'd guy, I'll ask the dog a question and ie davicadsds ie 8 7 . “ 
bite, but I noticed him lifting his no funny answers or I throw you ing devices 1s tomorrow. 
hind leg and I thought he was going _ both out in the gutter. Turning to se Ff 
to kick me.” the dog, the bartender called out: (continued on page 39) 
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Did ’ el thi f 

It ran in The Wall Street Journal, and it’s quite a story. It tells how Continental is developing the pack- 

ages of the future. It describes the largest research organization in packaging with an annual budget 

of more than 22 million dollars. 

It's a message of importance to the business community—and to all engineering and scientific 

college graduates evaluating their futures. Continental is working in these challenging areas: 

HIGH SPEED EQUIPMENT DESIGN * DYNAMIC STRESS AND VIBRATION * METAL FABRICATION 
PROCESSES * DIGITAL LOGIC * MANUFACTURING OF METHOD AND TOOL DEVELOPMENT 
HIGH POWER SOLID STATE CIRCUITS * FLUIDICS » ELECTROSTATICS * ENERGY CONVERSION 
LASER, INFRA-RED, ULTRASONIC, X-RAY AND ELECTRON BEAM +* ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 
INK FORMULATION * GRAPHIC ARTS * RHEOLOGY « INSTRUMENTATION * PLASTIC PROCESSES 
AND APPLICATIONS * MATERIAL EVALUATION * EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING * PLANNING 
CONTROL * COMPUTER SCHEDULING USING THIRD GENERATION COMPUTER HARDWARE 

We need mechanical, electrical, electronic or chemical engineers, chemists, specialists in data 

processing, food scientists, physicists, mathematicians, metallurgists. 

For a reprint of our research story—write to John G. Mikota, Recruiting Supervisor at the address 

below. Or see our recruiting representative. He'll be at your campus on November 22. 

Continental 
Can Company 

Chicago Technical Center 
1200 West 76th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60620 

An equal opportunity employer 
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e e 

Top grades as a kid, to get into college. 
Then the matter of survival through 
f fi f engineeri our Or live years Of engineering study. 

S ith | i oon, with luck, the battle will be won. 
A full-fledged engineer 
has been created, 

“ ew 

Ae 

the boss! 

AND HE HAD BETTER BE READY FOR YOU. Bosses Class of 1968 than for the boys of ’38. Not all ’68’s finest 

who think like caricatures lack the capacity to run important engineering minds disclaim knowledge of how to handle a 

operations that call for the brightest operating talent that a screwdriver nor shun empiricism. We offer excellent carrots, 

stepped-up educational system turns out. The new talent that along with money, to engineers with a knack for making 
may or may not choose to make itself available takes a care- things work even when they can’t explain why. 
ful look at the carrots being offered. 

Once we decide we like that bright new talent—and we EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

decided that quite a while ago—it becomes necessary to put Business and Technical Personnel Department 
up with their demands. Aside from the expected attrac- Rochester, N. Y. 14650 

tive package of salary, benefits, and advancement plan, the 
ones we have chosen to chase often demand in addition an We seek mechanical, chemical, industrial, and electrical 

vee hei ewer atid subtler ways of thoush: engineers, In Rochester, N.Y., we make photographic and 
Opportunity to try their newer and subtler ways 0 thought non-photographic products, In Kingsport, Tenn., our 
against old problems. As it happens, we need this type badly, Tennessee Eastman Company makes fibers, plastics, 
because we have plenty of stubborn old problems, plenty of nd industrial chemicals. In Longview, Tex., OEE 2 ee . 4 exas Eastman Company does petrochemistry, _ 
financial incentive to crack them, and a very stable platform and in Columbia, S. C., our Carolina East- | 
for launching new ventures that take a little while to pay off. man Company has a new fibers plant. Kodak 
(The latter must not be underrated as an attraction.) ; Tig (attend Seeecrhiotee / 

Sweeping generalizations are no more reliable for the to those who want it. Eo
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for getting to the root of a problem geting p . 

High school students John Magish and John Ripley drives and automation systems. His ideas on how to 
would be the first to agree. apply products from many of GE’s 160 separate busi- 

They’re both student members of a “big brother” nesses enable his customers to improve the efficiency 

program that Pete sponsors. Each week, they spend and productivity of their plants. 

several hours of their own time helping less advanced Like Pete Drobach, you'll find opportunities at Gen- 

classmates with their studies. eral Electric in R&D, design, production or marketing 

Pete is more than a sponsor. He’s also a consultant— that match your qualifications and interests. Talk to 

particularly when they’re stumped by the logic of a our man when he visits your campus. Or write for 

tough “new math” problem. career information to: General Electric Company, 

But when Pete graduated from Rutgers in 1964, it Room 801A, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 

wasn’t these youngsters with their homework problems 10022. 699-24 

that brought him to Gencral Electric. It was the chance 

to help people in industry solve tough technical prob- / 

lems. A career in technical marketing at General Elec- G E N E R A L E LE CT R | C 

tric gave him the opportunity, 

Today, Pete’s an application engineer in steel mill AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER (M/F)
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